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This study investigates a novel stiffness control strategy applied to the problem of
shock isolation. This is based on the principle that the stiffness and mass are the
principal physical properties that control the passive system shock response.
The problem of shock response control is divided in two stages. Firstly, the maximum
response whilst a shock is applied is considered, and the effectiveness of a switchable
isolation stiffness strategy is evaluated. This strategy aims to reduce the shock
response by switching the stiffness to a low value during the shock input. Two
different models are considered for the theoretical analysis, namely, a single mass
supported by two elastic elements one of which can be disconnected, and a second
model where the switchable element comprises a secondary mass-stiffness system.
The performance of the two strategies is analyzed in terms of response parameters
such as the absolute and relative displacement and absolute acceleration. The single
degree-of-freedom system is considered as a benchmark for comparison.
The issue of residual vibration suppression is then presented. For the latter a different
switchable stiffness strategy is identified, and the analysis is mainly concerned with
the energy dissipation mechanism used to suppress residual vibration. As in the first
stage of shock isolation, two models are considered. Optimum configurations and
stiffness changes are identified for both the shock response reduction and the decay of
the residual vibration. The effect of viscous damping is subsequently incorporated.
The practical implementation and experimental validation is then presented and a
experimental system is developed. It is based on a conceptual model comprising a
magnetic suspension element that is able to change its effective stiffness by altering
the magnetic force. This novel configuration has the advantages of achieving a high
stiffness change in a very short amount of time and with very low damping, which is
required to validate the theoretical studies. The design and properties of the model are
discussed and then both stiffness strategies are implemented. This model is used to
show the feasibility and evaluate the isolation performance of the different switchable
stiffness strategies and the issues and limitations of the implementation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Background.
Mechanical vibration is a natural phenomenon, present in many situations. Its effects are often
undesirable, because excessive vibration can lead to damage, wear, noise and human
discomfort. For instance, excessive vibration in rotating machinery may cause failures,
buildings, which are subjected to earthquakes, can collapse if not properly designed, and
persons travelling in a ship can feel sickness due to the vibration. Although sometimes it can
be beneficial such as the case of vibration based conveyors, most of the time its effects are
negative. These reasons have motivated engineers to look for ways to control or isolate
undesirable vibrations. It is important to know the nature of the source of vibration, since this
is a key point in the method used to control vibrations. Mechanical vibrations can be
harmonic, such as the vibration coming from a rotating machine, random, for example the
profile of a rough road, or impulsive, like the shocks produced by a punch press. The latter
kind of vibration is the object of study in this thesis. Shock, or transient vibration is a sudden
excitation, normally of short duration, which can be highly detrimental because it typically
involves high forces, displacements or stresses.
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Shock inputs are typically discrete disturbances, very often non-predictable in occurrence, for
example a car passing over a bump in the road, a wave that hits a ship, etc. The description of
the input requires knowledge of the variation of the input displacement versus time, from
which the velocity and acceleration profiles can be derived. In general terms, a specific input
can be qualitatively described as being of “short” or “long” duration, and in engineering
terminology such descriptions will be more explicitly defined later. The research scope in this
thesis has been restricted to shock isolation, rather than harmonic or random excitation where
other approaches could be considered.
For sensitive or supported equipment the response might cause damage through exceeding the
allowable levels of stress or strain resulting from the transmitted displacement, velocity or
acceleration. Alternatively, the equipment might be positioned in a finite space and a large
relative displacement could cause the equipment to impact another structure.
This study is concerned with an investigation of alternative means to reduce the vibration
suffered when items, typically electronic equipment, are subjected to transient vibration
inputs. This chapter comprises a brief overview of the aims and objectives of the study,
description of the thesis contents and the questions that have been considered in detail. The
background and context of vibration isolation will be presented herein so as to identify the
main existing status of the topic.

1.2. Vibration isolation for shock.
1.2.1. Vibration control and isolation.
A vibratory system can be represented by three components, namely the vibration source, the
path and the receiver [1]. There are several techniques used to limit or alter in some way the
vibration response of the receiver, which is the component that might be affected by external
vibrations. One way is to control the vibration source in order to reduce the subsequent
response. However, this measure could be difficult to implement most of the times due to the
design of the systems involved. Another possibility is the structural modification of the
receiver in order to reduce its response, i.e. by adding or changing the damping, mass and
stiffness properties. Finally, one of the most common methods is to place a vibration isolator
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in between the vibration source and the receiver, i.e. to modify the path of vibration
transmission. This isolator has the objective of reducing or modifying the vibratory forces
transmitted to the receiver, and it normally takes the form of a resilient element. These antivibratory mounts are readily available in many different forms, such as helical spring and
shock absorber combinations, rubber pads, leaf springs, etc. In order to design a suitable
isolator, it is necessary to have a good knowledge of the vibrations levels and nature, i.e. if the
vibration source is harmonic or impulsive, and of the system to be isolated. If the isolators are
properly selected or designed, the vibration levels can be attenuated to a high degree. When
the physical properties of the isolator, i.e. stiffness and damping are fixed for a particular
application, it is said that the isolators are passive [2]. This form of vibration isolation is
generally a low cost and reliable solution, but is normally designed for a particular problem
and there might not be good performance for different situations for example under very
unpredictable excitation. In general, passive isolation is the most commonly used solution for
shock excitation problems and is reviewed briefly below.
1.2.2. Passive shock isolation.
One of the first applications of shock isolation was to the package and transport of fragile
items. The monograph by Mindlin [3] is one of the first and probably the most comprehensive
study related to shock dynamics and isolation. This publication incorporates practical package
cushioning techniques and supporting theoretical analysis. Much of the study is concerned
with the dynamics of objects subjected to free fall, whilst the isolator element is modelled
considering a combination of different types of linear and nonlinear elastic and damping
elements. Later, a subsequent study by Ayre [4] extended the shock response analysis by
investigating the response of single degree-of-freedom undamped and damped models. To
date, this is one of the best studies into shock response. The results obtained by Ayre were
subsequently compiled into the Shock and Vibration Handbook, edited by Harris and Crede
[2]. The latter is generally regarded as the core textbook on the topic.
One of the principal characteristics of the work by Ayre [2, 3] is the fact that the observations
were intended to be useful in many types of situations. Contrary to the work of Mindlin [1],
which is mainly concerned with systems subjected to acceleration pulses due to free fall, the
compilation by Ayre [2, 3] aimed to standardise the nomenclature used. As a result the
fundamental equations can be applied in different scenarios. Later Snowdon [5] analyzed the
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shock behaviour of linear resilient mountings, used to isolate items from foundation
displacements, explaining how the absolute and relative displacements, as well as the
maximum acceleration due to a shock, are indicators of the potential damage in the mounted
item. Moreover, it was reported in the aforementioned paper [5] that even though the effect of
viscous damping is generally beneficial, it also has adverse effects on the transmitted
acceleration.

By implementing a two degree-of-freedom model the adverse effects of

damping were reduced. Snowdon [5] also extended the analysis to nonlinear elastic elements,
showing that a softening elastic element with light damping is able to reduce both
displacement and acceleration transmitted due to a shock. These investigations were made
considering an impulsive step excitation. The analysis was later extended for pulse excitations
[6] and for a viscous relaxation model [7, 8]. Furthermore, a number of shock isolator
configurations were studied both analytically and experimentally by Eshleman [9], including
helical springs, ring springs, friction snubbers, pneumatic springs, liquid springs and solid
rubber elastomers. By the time these papers were published the shock response spectra (SRS
which is to be further explained in chapter 2) had been established and defined as a means to
evaluate the shock severity and to assist in the selection of isolators. However, Snowdon [10]
also pointed out some disadvantages in using the SRS. He introduced new tools for shock
analysis, namely shock acceleration ratio and shock displacement ratio. Although these
parameters have been used recently in shock research [11], the shock response spectra seems
to have been the more popular terminology quoted within the scientific community [12, 13].
Regarding nonlinear shock mounts, several investigations have been published [14-26]. Apart
from the ones previously mentioned, there are some other notable works. One of the first of
these works is also related to vehicle suspension dynamics, studying the ground shock
response of a four-degree-of-freedom suspension model [14]. A ground surface bump was
modelled as a versed sine displacement input. The authors studied the effects of nonlinearity
and optimum parameters were determined. Another study regarding nonlinear stiffness was
published by He [15], where the response under exponential pulses was evaluated. The effect
of non-linear damping was studied by Hundal [16], Guntur [17] and more recently by
Chandra and Shekhar [11, 18]. Many works involving non-linear shock mounts have been
considered in the area of air springs, e.g. by Hundal [19-22]. The use of shock isolators based
on dry friction has been also explored by Mercer [23] who developed an optimum shock
isolator with great advantages over a common resilient mount. The use of non-linear energy
sinks is a relatively new idea that has also been considered, through the concept of energy
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pumping [24]. In this concept the authors considered an energy flow through a system of
damped coupled oscillators. The authors claimed that this system is capable of absorbing
large portions of energy from transient excitations. Naval engineering is another area of study
where shock isolation and effects have been investigated [25]. The use of non-linear shock
mounts for naval applications has also been considered with good results [26].
Closely related to shock phenomena is earthquake engineering. The family of cycloidal
pulses, along with oscillatory pulses, have been used theoretically and experimentally to
replicate and study real earthquakes [27, 28]. A comprehensive review on seismic shock
response has been published [29]. Additionally, shock vibration is also a common problem in
machinery like punch presses. As a result, the dynamics of these systems have been studied,
particularly modelled as block foundations under the action of cycloidal pulses [30]. Several
designs of passive isolators for such systems have been proposed [31, 32].
More recently, attention has been paid to the development of shock isolators for electronic
equipment. Fragile electronic items such as printed circuit boards and hard disk drives e.g. for
laptops, are commonly subjected to shock vibration. Consequently, methods for efficient
shock isolation have been developed [33-36]. Many of these situations find application in
naval and aeronautical engineering [37, 38], where sometimes commercially “off the shelf”
isolation solutions might provide acceptable results [39-41].
1.2.3. Active and semi-active shock isolation.
Although the use of passive vibration isolators is extensive and typical due to their reliability,
simplicity and relatively low cost, there are some major disadvantages. For example, in the
case of harmonic vibration isolation there is a trade off between the isolation performance at
the resonance frequency where high damping is necessary, and at higher frequencies, where
the damping effectively increases the transmissibility and response [2]. Moreover, isolation
systems are normally designed for a certain application and they might not provide an
adequate isolation under other circumstances [42]. In order to overcome the drawbacks of
passive vibration isolators, active vibration controllers have been developed [43]. The active
isolation systems are classified into three categories, i.e. fully active systems, semi-active
systems and adaptive-passive systems [44]. The first category involves sensors and actuators
that measure the response and subsequently provide an active force used to suppress or reduce
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the vibration of the system. Although the isolation performance is normally better and the
system is adjustable to different situations compared to passive systems, the resultant active
system is complex and the energy consumption could be high. Also, if the system fails, it
should be designed such that the isolation performance is not worse than the passive scenario
case. However, semi-active and adaptive systems have the advantages of a fully active
configuration, combined with the simplicity of a passive model [44]. In these models the
properties of the system, namely the stiffness and the damping, are changed depending upon a
specified control law. The difference between the semi-active and the adaptive configurations,
is that in the semi-active models the properties are changed within each cycle of vibration,
while in the adaptive systems the properties vary relatively slowly [45]. Much has been
published [46-48] regarding the use of fully active and semi-active/adaptive approaches,
especially in applications such as structural control, automotive suspensions, aeronautics, etc.
Most of the studies are dedicated to harmonic and random vibration sources, whilst fewer
studies have been published concerning shock applications. The objective of this section is to
present a review of the most relevant work related to the application of semi-active/adaptive
and fully active isolation approaches to shock isolation.
One of the first approaches for active shock isolation was the concept of optimum vibration
isolation. The concept means that the isolators are chosen for a particular performance index
and a certain design constraint of the system that is optimized. Usually an additional
constraint is also involved. For example, the maximum acceleration of the system might be
the performance index, whilst the relative displacement represents the design constraint. This
analysis gives the time-optimal functions for the isolator. However, for most of the cases the
passive isolators might not be able to behave in that way, being more appropriate for active
isolators [49-52]. One interesting conclusion from these early studies was the idea of an
“early warning” or preview isolator, in which some information is available before the
excitation begins. It has been shown that a substantial performance increase was obtained by
using such an isolator [49] and this has been recently validated [53].
Many of the investigations regarding the active or semi-active/adaptive isolation approaches
for shock excitations are related to automotive suspensions. Normally semi-active and
adaptive approaches have been considered. Air springs have been used for some time in order
to obtain variable spring/damper rates [54]. Variable damping has been extensively used in
automotive suspension research [55-60]. In general, the use of this kind of variable damping
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suspension has been oriented to eliminate the compromise between ride comfort and
handling. Preview systems have also been used in automotive applications [61]. Moran [61]
claims to have achieved improvement over common adaptive suspensions. However, research
into this area is not only related to shock but to different input types. Moreover, most of the
research focuses on the control methods for the active suspension and the robustness of the
control systems, particularly Hinf control theory, linear quadratic control (LQ) and recently
sliding mode control. [62-65]. Variable damping strategies have also been used in other
automotive applications, such as suspension for seats in order to reduce the severity of end
stop impacts [66, 67]. In addition, there are a number of studies regarding general shock
isolation systems using variable damping devices [68-71].
Fully active control strategies have been less commonly applied in shock isolation. Some
notable exceptions are the studies of Tanaka [72-74], who has published several papers
regarding the theoretical and practical implementation of fully active control systems in
forging hammers, using feedforward control. Tanaka [75, 76] has also studied the use of
semi-active dampers and preview control systems for the same application. He claimed that
the impact vibration was almost eliminated.
There are some other different approaches to semi-active/adaptive shock isolation. Variable
damping devices based on dry friction have been also investigated [77, 78]. Variable stiffness
elements have also been considered in [79, 80],

where a variable stiffness device is

considered which comprises a working fluid that can move between chambers hence
dissipating energy when it is released.
1.2.4. Variable stiffness for vibration isolation and control.
Several variable stiffness methods and strategies have been previously developed. The work
by Winthrop et al [81] reviewed the most notable variable stiffness related studies, and he
also presented a method for selection and understanding the performance of several variable
stiffness devices. In contrast to variable damping strategies for vibration control, variable
stiffness strategies have been more widely used in adaptive schemes rather than semi-active
methods. To the author’s knowledge, there are only two published studies where the stiffness
is varied within each cycle of vibration in systems under harmonic excitation. The first [82]
uses a friction lock to vary the stiffness in an on-off fashion, where the stiffness is turned off
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when the relative velocity across the support is greater than a specified design value. The
authors claim that the strategy is capable of reducing the vibration levels for base harmonic
input. Another investigation [83] considered a two degree-of-freedom model with variable
damping, where the resulting equivalent single degree-of-freedom model had variable
stiffness. The performance under variable damping, variable stiffness and combined variable
damping and stiffness strategies were analyzed and presented. The control law used in all the
cases is the on-off skyhook control. The concept of sky-hook control is a strategy used mainly
for damping control based in a theoretical model that comprises a damper attached between
the mass and a fixed reference, originally proposed by Crosby and Karnopp [84]. The reason
behind this concept is that one of the principal drawbacks of a passive mount is the poor
performance at high frequencies in highly damped systems. This model is intended to
overcome the issue of damping compromise at resonance and higher frequencies. The skyhook model is useful as a theoretical concept, but is not always realisable or possible in
practice. However, using a controllable damping device it is possible to obtain the benefits of
the sky-hook concept.
Variable stiffness and damping devices have also been widely used in tunable vibration
absorbers and neutralizers. Since a vibration absorber/neutralizer is normally designed to
work well over a narrow frequency band, tunable absorbers, which can vary both stiffness and
damping, have recently been investigated. There are a few notable studies, both theoretical
and experimental. Walsh and Lamancusa [85] investigated a vibration absorber using a
variable geometry element comprising a compound leaf spring, where the gap between two
parallel beams is adjusted. A similar configuration, where fuzzy control was applied, was
investigated by Kidner and Brennan [86]. Variable curvature members to induce stiffness
changes have also been considered. The development of a variable spring using variable
curvature piezoelectric actuators can be found in references [87, 88]. Additionally, the use of
a switchable on-off stiffness strategy has been applied to vibration absorbers, with application
to beams and plates [89].
Another area in which active vibration control has been used is in residual vibration
suppression. There are many engineering applications, especially those involving lightweight
structures, where there are low damping levels. In this situation, vibration suppression can be
difficult to achieve using conventional methods and alternative solutions have to be
developed. Several strategies have been proposed using different actuators (fully active
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systems) or variable members (adaptive or semi active systems). Most of the work in this field
has been concerned with fully active isolation and variable damping members, whilst some
work has been related to variable stiffness members. A particular control strategy for transient
vibration suppression is based on an on-off logic to connect/disconnect a stiffness element.
Although the strategy was originally proposed by Onoda and Watanabe [90-92], it is based in
the variable structure system theory, which considers a main system comprised of several
continuous subsystems with a suitable control logic [93]. The strategy of Onoda and
Watanabe attempted to provide a high amount of energy dissipation for lightly damped
systems. The authors [92] proposed a model with two springs in parallel. One of the springs
can be disconnected depending upon the system response and a specified control law. Some
experimental validation was presented using a truss structure with variable stiffness members.
Several variations of the latter variable stiffness concept have been used in other applications.
Yamaguchi et al [94] investigated the vibration isolation behaviour of a single degree of
freedom system with two springs in parallel, one of which can be disconnected using a
friction lock. Warkentin and Semercigil [95] applied this concept to suppress vibration on
robotic arms using a system with two parallel beams, one cantilevered and the other
controlled by a mechanical brake. The latter produced a change of the boundary conditions
between being a pinned beam and a fixed beam as required. Pun and Semercigil [96] took the
latter concept further using only one beam and using a variable torque at the pinned end to
emulate a cantilever beam. Lately the concept has been studied by Jalili and Ramaratnam
[97]. The work by Jalili and Ramaratnam [97] considered a theoretical model and
experimental validation using a helical spring with variable coils. A number of studies
alternatively consider piezoelectric actuators to achieve the on-off stiffness [98-101].
However, the concept of switchable on-off stiffness offers a wider scope for research, since
some of the basic concepts such as the energy dissipation mechanism are not fully explained,
and more validation is needed. This will improve the understanding and possible applications
for the concept.
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1.3. Objectives and contributions.
Given the background of shock isolation literature, this project was conceived. The objectives
of the study were as follows:
•

To conduct a state of the art review regarding passive and active/semi-active shock
isolation.

•

To perform a rigorous analysis of a switchable stiffness strategy for use in shock
isolation problems, to identify the governing parameters and optimum configurations
for obtaining reductions in the response.

•

To determine the advantages and disadvantages of such a strategy, considering the
problem in two stages, namely the reduction of response during a shock impulse and
the suppression of the residual vibration after the shock.

•

To investigate a practical realisation of the stiffness control strategy and compare the
experimental results with the theoretical predictions.

The contributions in this thesis are:
•

Presentation and analysis of a novel method for shock isolation using switchable
stiffness control.

•

An explanation for the energy dissipation mechanism of a switchable variable on-off
stiffness control strategy used to suppress free vibrations.

•

Identification of the optimum configuration for the suppression of residual shock
vibration.

•

The development of an experimental switchable stiffness element based upon a
magnetic suspension element.
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1.4. Thesis overview.
The presentation of the research incorporating the modelling, simulation and experimental
validation is given in detail in the remaining chapters. Chapter 2 is a brief introduction to the
performance of a passive isolation system modelled as a single degree-of-freedom (SDOF)
system. With this established it will then be possible to investigate the possibilities of an
adaptive system. Chapter 2 also acts to assist in identifying the key features and parameters
involved in passive isolation and its assessment. The study does not consider a fully active
system, but instead considers the potential advantages and disadvantages of adapting the
isolation system properties in real time in order to reduce and minimise the severity of the
response. The problem of vibration isolation using adaptive stiffness is divided into two
stages, namely the control of the response during a shock event, and the later suppression of
the residual vibration. The theoretical basis for the shock isolation strategy using switchable
stiffness is presented in chapter 3. In this chapter the performance of the switchable stiffness
strategy is comprehensively analyzed, with the reduction of the maximum response of the
system subjected to shock being the main objective. Several single degree-of-freedom models
are considered for the analysis, and their respective response parameters are studied
depending upon the configuration of the switchable stiffness strategy. The second stage,
concerned with the residual vibration suppression, is presented in chapter 4. A switchable
stiffness strategy is presented and analyzed, focusing on the energy dissipation mechanism of
a simple single degree-of-freedom undamped model. Later in the chapter, the effects of
damping are considered, with an improved simple model studied. The experimental validation
of the theoretical studies is presented in chapter 5. This chapter introduces a conceptual
design used for the laboratory tests. This rig comprises a switchable stiffness element based
on electromagnetic forces. The physical properties of the system are measured and presented,
and its characteristic behaviour discussed. Chapter 6 presents the implementation of the
switching strategies for shock maximum response reduction and residual vibration
suppression using custom made analogue control circuits. The results are then compared with
the theoretical predictions. Chapter 7 presents overall concluding remarks and suggestions for
future investigations. Finally, the appendices included show further analysis and extended
results for some of the aspects presented in the thesis, which assists in gaining a better
understanding of the concepts and methodology used in this work.
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Chapter 2

Introduction to shock isolation

2.1. Introduction.
Transient vibration is defined as a temporarily sustained vibration of a mechanical system. It
may consist of forced or free vibrations, or both [2]. Transient loading, also known as impact
or mechanical shock, is a nonperiodic excitation, which is often characterized by a sudden and
severe application. In real life, mechanical shock is very common. Examples of shock could
be a forging hammer, an automobile passing across a road bump, the free drop of an item
from a height, etc.
In most cases, to analyse systems involving mechanical shock it is convenient to represent the
forcing function (displacement, velocity, acceleration or force) as a step or pulse excitation.
This impulsive forcing function can be approximated to a certain shape depending on the
situation and the structural characteristics of the system, in particular the natural frequency
and damping ratio of the system.
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The objective of this chapter is to provide an overview into the behaviour of the common
linear passive single degree of freedom system under shock excitation for different impulsive
forcing inputs. The aim of passive shock isolation in its simplest form is to reduce or
minimise the response compared to the input, and the way that this is achieved is outlined in
this chapter. The terminology introduced here will be used when examining and comparing
the performance of the switchable stiffness system discussed in this thesis as a means to
quantify any potential benefits or limitations of the switchable stiffness system for shock
excitation.

2.2. Fundamentals of shock analysis
Because of the negative effects produced by impacts, shock-produced vibration has been a
topic of research interest over many years. As a result, the dynamics of shock have been
extensively studied, and methods of isolation and control developed. Consider the single
degree of freedom model shown in figure 2.1. It comprises a mass m supported on an elastic
stiffness, which could be an undamped resilient isolator represented by the stiffness k. The
input is a function of time, that can be a force acting on the mass or a displacement of the base
or foundation. Sometimes it is more convenient to express it as a ground or base acceleration.
The corresponding differential equations of motion for these three systems can be expressed
respectively as follows:

()

m!!
x = !kx + F t

(2.1)

()

(2.2)

m!!
x = !k "# x ! u t $%

()

m !" !!
z + u!! t #$ = %kz

(2.3)

where x is the displacement of the mass relative to a fixed reference, and z is the displacement
relative to a moving ground. The relationship between these displacements and the ground
displacement is x = u + z. Equations (2.1-2.3) can be conveniently normalised considering
the definition of natural frequency ! n = k m [2]. Moreover, if the response of the system
and the excitation are expressed in a general form, i.e. v is the response of the system and !
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the excitation being both functions of time, the equations of motion (2.1-2.3) can be expressed
in a general way as:

!!!
+v=# t
" n2

()

(2.4)

Equation (2.4) can be used to calculate the shock response of an undamped single degree-offreedom system to a shock excitation. When a specific response to a particular type of
excitation is required, a suitable pair of excitation-response can be used, as presented in table
2.1 and in [2].
Impulsive excitation produces vibration responses in elastically supported systems, and the
maximum values of these responses may be less than, equal to or greater than the
corresponding static response [103]. In general, the response depends upon the system
properties and the nature of the load. For single degree of freedom systems (SDOF), one
characteristic that determines the response is the natural period T (or the natural frequency

!n =

2"
). In addition, the shape and duration of the impulse plays an important role in the
T

response. Shock phenomena can be modelled using ideal step and pulse functions, which
represent very well the features of real transient inputs and which produce similar system
behaviour. However, when the duration of the shock is very short in comparison with the
natural period, it can be simply represented by a scaled version of the unit impulse. In this
case situations involving shock excitation of linear systems can be considered as the result of
applying a unitary impulse to the system. This sort of transient excitation can be considered
mathematically using the Dirac delta function !(t) [102] which is defined as:

! (t ) = 0

t"0

(2.5)

"

! $ (t )dt = 1

(2.6)

#"

Figure 2.2 shows two alternative graphical representations of the Dirac delta function, applied
at t =a. Its representation is a single impulse of area equal to unity.
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When a sudden impulse of magnitude I is applied at a time t =a to an undamped single degree
of freedom system at rest the subsequent response is given by [102]:

()

x t =

(

I
sin ! n t " a
m! n

)

for t # 0

(2.7)

! = I m.
where x(a) = 0 and x(a)
This is represented graphically in figure 2.3. It is noticeable that the maximum response
occurs after the impulse has been applied. If I is of unit magnitude, then the response is the
impulse response function given by equation (2.7) with I = 1 typically written for an impulse
applied at t = 0.
However, for many shock tests [104] and when it is necessary to select or design isolators for
a particular application, the excitation function is normally a pulse function. A pulse like
excitation is a more complex function. It can often be considered as being equivalent to the
superposition of two or more successive input functions. For example, a half sine pulse can be
obtained by the addition of two sine inputs with one delayed by half the sinusoid period.

()

Alternatively, a general input ! t can be considered to be composed of an infinite set of
scaled impulses, and the system response given by the sum of the responses to each individual
pulse is described by the convolution integral [102].
There are many different types of pulse excitations, which can be symmetric or non
symmetric. Examples include rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal and versed sine pulses.
They can, in many cases, be used to replicate real shock situations. The dynamics and
characteristics for a comprehensive collection of pulse functions can be found in the work by
Lalane [13]. However, the category of pulses more widely used is the family of versed sine
pulses and the rectangular pulse. These pulses are represented by piecewise functions.
However, there are pulses represented by continuous functions, for example the round pulse.
These types of excitation pulses have been used by a number of authors, particularly
Snowdon [105]. Generally, the overall results are similar and the use of the family of versed
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sine pulses is more extensive. In order to explain the fundamentals of shock analysis three
pulses are considered , namely a rectangular pulse, a half sine pulse and a versed sine pulse.

()

()

The excitation functions ! t and the equations governing the time response ! t are given
by the following equations. Residual response factors are also given and correspond to the
solutions after the pulse has ceased, i.e. t ! " . There are several methods for obtaining the
response of a particular pulse, most of them can be found in reference [2]. An example of
determining the solution using Laplace transforms is included in appendix A. Given below are
the most common inputs and the corresponding undamped single degree-of-freedom
responses.
a) Rectangular pulse input
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b) Half cycle sine input
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c) Versed sine input
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(t ) =

!c %
% 2# t ( (
1 " cos '
'
2&
& $ *) *)

()

(t ) = 0
()

( )

(

)

where !c is the maximum amplitude of the shock input, T is the natural period of the system, "
is the duration of the pulse and #n is the natural frequency of the system.
It is important to note at this point the classification used to categorize the shock response. As

()

mentioned previously, the response ! t can represent an absolute displacement, velocity or
acceleration depending upon the excitation. The maximum response $ occurring at any time
as a result of the forcing function, is called the maximax response , denoted by $m [2].
In contrast, the maximum response of the system during the residual vibration phase, after the
loading has been removed, is called the residual response denoted by $r [2]. This is measured
with respect to the final position of equilibrium. The maximax response can occur either
during the pulse or after. When the maximum response occurs after the pulse has finished

!m = !r .
The normalised response curves (the response is divided by the maximum amplitude of the
input disturbance) for the excitation pulses given by equations (2.8), (2.10) and (2.12) are
presented as functions of time in figure 2.4, for different values of the ratio ! T for the
undamped single degree-of-freedom system. This parameter is the duration of the input pulse
compared to the period of the single degree-of-freedom system. The solutions of the equations
of motion were obtained using Laplace transformations for the various cases. When the
impulse is very short (approximately ! T < 0.25) the pulse tends to approach a scaled version
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of the Dirac delta function, and the response can be approximated using a scaling of the
simple unit impulse expression. As a result, the shape of the pulse is of negligible importance.
On the other hand, when the period of the impulse is very long compared to the natural period
(approximately ! T > 2), the response follows the shape of the impulse more closely during
the time when the input is applied. In all of the input types considered here for certain values
of ! T there is no residual response. The physical interpretation of this phenomenon being
that the net work done on the undamped system by the applied input is zero at the end of the
time !, so that there is no residual energy and hence no residual response. There is a further
discussion for this phenomenon included in appendix B.

2.3. Shock Response Spectrum
The fundamental effect of a shock is to perturb mounted equipment and excite its modes of
vibration, depending upon the frequency content of the shock. Consequently, a risk of damage
is present if the shock mount is not able to reduce the energy transmitted by the shock. After a
shock input the subsequent vibration decay is dependent upon the amount of damping present
in the system. The peak acceleration and peak relative displacement of the system are
particularly important, as these often indicate whether damage or failure may occur. These
parameters are likewise an indicator of the forces transmitted to the mounted equipment, and
the stresses experienced by the isolator. Furthermore the relative and absolute displacement
are related to the available space for the mounted item, or rattle space [13, 105].
One of the most important tools to evaluate the severity or the potential damage which might
occur due to a particular shock, and to select a proper isolator for a certain application, is the
Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) [104]. A shock response spectrum is simply the normalised
peak response (either absolute, relative or residual normalised considering the maximum
amplitude of the shock input) produced by the shock on the isolated mass as a function of the
natural frequency of the mass on its elastic support, or more commonly as a function of the
ratio between the duration of the pulse and the natural period of the system. Shock spectra can
either be measured experimentally, computed from waveforms, or determined theoretically
[104].
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The shock spectrum gives a full and realistic measure of the damaging potential of a shock
disturbance. To select a damage criterion (acceleration or displacement), the duration of the
pulse and the natural period of the system ! T are of great importance (considering a SDOF
undamped system). If T << ! the motion of the mass closely follows the motion of the
support during the shock input (see figure 2.4 for values of ! T greater than 2). The
acceleration then becomes the primary quantity of concern. Otherwise, when T >> ! , the
mass remains substantially at rest until motion of the support has ceased (as shown in figure
2.4 for values of ! T less than 0.5), and it is the value of the maximum displacement that
determines potential damage. Moreover, if the transient disturbance is neither short nor long
duration to fit into one of the previous cases, no simple damage criterion can be found [104].
As a result, both acceleration and displacement responses must be considered.
Shock response spectra for symmetrical pulses, i.e. rectangular, half sine and versed sine
pulses are shown in figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 respectively for the general case of equation (2.4).
The response parameters include maximax, residual and relative responses. A further analysis
of these plots and the time response curves (figure 2.4) reveals that for values of ! T less
than 0.25 (corresponding to short duration pulses), the shape of the pulse is of less importance
in determining the maximum value of the response. This behaviour can be explained by
considering that the response is essentially due to an impulse, because the pulse has a very
short duration. It is in this regime where best shock isolation can occur i.e. the amplitude of
the response is smaller than the amplitude of the shock. In contrast, when ! T is
approximately higher than 0.5 but smaller than 2 (depending upon the excitation) the
maximum response of the system is effectively greater in comparison with the maximum
input amplitude. This region of the response spectrum is called the amplification region.
Finally, if ! T is larger than 2, the shape may be of greater significance. The response tends
to become quasi static and it follows closely the shape of the input. As a result, this zone is
called quasi-static region. As mentioned previously, there are some cases when the residual
and maximax responses are equal, and this applies also for the relative response.
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2.4. Shock response for damped systems.
Generally, if one compares the effect of viscous damping on the shock response and the effect
of damping on harmonic response, it is found that in the case of shock the effect is of less
importance. Nevertheless, there is still a reduction in the response, especially in the residual
response, as the damping helps to reduce the maximum residual responses and ultimately it
will suppress the residual vibrations in a shorter time.
Consider the analysis of a viscously damped single degree-of-freedom system subjected to an

()

impulsive base displacement ! t The equation of motion under normal notation is:

() ()

m
c
c
!!! + !! + ! = "! t + " t
k
k
k

(2.14)

1
2#
2# !
"!! +
"! + " =
$ t +$ t
2
!n
!n
!n

(2.15)

which can be written as:

() ()

where c is the viscous damping constant and ! is the viscous damping ratio of the system,
defined as ! = c cc and cc = 2m! n .
Figure 2.8 shows the maximax response spectrum for the displacement response of a single
degree of freedom system with viscous damping, subjected to a half sine pulse excitation as a
function of the viscous damping ratio. These results were evaluated numerically. Comparing
figure 2.8 with figure 2.6 one can observe that in all cases there is benefit of having damping
present. Progressively increasing the amount of damping results in a decrease in the maximax
response for ! T < 2 . The effect for the different type of pulses, i.e. versed sine, or
rectangular amongst others, is typically similar. Examples for rectangular and versed sine
pulses are included in appendix C.
Further insight into the behaviour of damped systems under shock excitation can be obtained
from figure 2.9, which is a plot of the ratio of the maximum value of the shock response
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spectra for a damped system to the undamped system, for various values of damping. This
plot has been produced considering the maximum value of the undamped maximax response
as a reference for different values of the period ratio ! T . Although the SRS plots for other
pulses are not included, the effect of damping is similar for other transient excitation inputs
and is also similar for the different values of ! T considered. Large reductions in the response
can be achieved for larger values of damping, but care has to be taken because of the
derivatives of the response, i.e. the velocity and acceleration can take higher values as
damping increases. Some studies have shown that high levels in damping in systems
subjected to shock might result in increased acceleration levels [1]. Another result of damping
values higher than the critical value is a longer time for the system to return to the initial
equilibrium position.

2.5. Summary
The most important quantities in shock measurements are the maximax response and the
residual response, both used to determine the severity of the shock. The most important
parameters in damage assessment due to shock problems are the displacement, both absolute
and relative and the absolute acceleration. A powerful tool in the analysis of shock motion is
the shock response spectrum (SRS), which gives information about the relationship between
the maximax response, the duration of the shock and the natural period of the system.
For pulse inputs the response depends upon the ratio of the duration of the pulse to the natural
period of the system and the shape of the pulse. When the pulse is of short duration compared
to the natural period of the system, the shape of the pulse is not important (for ! T less than
0.5), and the maximax occurs after the excitation has ceased. In contrast, when the pulse is
long compared to the natural period of the system, the shape plays an important role, and the
maximax response can occur during the pulse or after it has ceased. This is reflected in the
three characteristic regions of the SRS, namely the isolation (or impulsive) region, the
amplification region and the quasistatic region.
Inclusion of viscous damping in the system generally results in a decrease in the maximax
response. Most of the work has been carried out considering only viscous damping. However,
the reduction in the response is not as significant if compared with the effect of damping in
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harmonically excited systems. Moreover, damping can cause acceleration levels to rise.
Considering that the system shock response is mainly controlled by the stiffness of the system
as the mass is normally fixed, the concepts presented in this chapter are used in chapter 3 to
determine a switchable stiffness strategy to achieve better shock isolation.
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Excitation !(t)

Response v(t)

Force

F (t )
k

Absolute displacement

x

Base displacement

u (t )

Absolute displacement

x

Base acceleration

#

Relative displacement

z = x #u

Base acceleration

u!!( t )

Absolute acceleration

!x!

Base velocity

u! ( t )

Absolute velocity

x!

nth derivative of the
ground displacement

u!!( t )

"n2

d nu
dt n

nth derivative of
absolute displacement

Table 2.1. Response-excitation pairs for a system subjected to shock excitation.
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d nx
dt n

F(t)
x(t)

m

x(t)

m
!!!
k

k

x(t)

m
!!!
!!!
k

u!! ( t )

u(t)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1. Single degree-of-freedom undamped model subjected to different types of shock
excitations. (a) Transient force excitation on the mass, (b) transient base displacement and (c)
transient base acceleration.
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Figure 2.2 Graphical representations of the Dirac delta function. ! ( t # a ) as " $ 0 .
x

t

a

!

!

Figure 2.3. Typical displacement response of an undamped single degree-of-freedom model at
rest to the impulse function applied at t = a.
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Figure 2.4. Displacement response curves for an undamped single degree-of-freedom system
corresponding to several symmetrical pulses representing base displacement excitation;
rectangular, half sine, and versed sine, for different values of the ratio ! T . The vertical axis
is normalised considering the maximum pulse amplitude "c and the time considering the
duration of the pulse !. (!!System response"!!"!"Pulse" )
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Figure 2.5. Shock response spectra for a single degree-of-freedom undamped model subjected
to a rectangular pulse (!!Maximax"!!"!"Residual !!!"Relative).
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Figure 2.6. Shock response spectra for a single degree-of-freedom undamped model subjected
to a half sine pulse (!!Maximax"!!"!"Residual !!!"Relative).
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Figure 2.7. Shock response spectra for a single degree-of-freedom undamped model subjected
to a versed sine pulse (!!Maximax"!!"!"Residual !!!"Relative).
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Figure 2.8. Shock response spectra for a single degree-of-freedom viscously damped model
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Figure 2.9. Effect of damping in the reduction of maximax response for a single degree-offreedom system under a half sine pulse. Vertical axis represents the ratio between the
maximax for a damped system and the maximax for an undamped system. The horizontal axis
is the value of damping ratio.(! ! T = 0.8 ; !·· ! T = 0.25 ;!"!"! ! T = 0.5 ;!"!·"! ! T = 1.5 ).
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Chapter 3.

Shock response control using switchable
stiffness.

3.1. Introduction.
This chapter describes an analytical study into the effects of a switchable stiffness control
strategy applied to a single degree-of-freedom model subjected to shock excitation. Such a
control strategy is intended to provide an alternative to the common passive isolation methods
used for shock excitation [2]. The approach involves a semi-active control scheme, which is
based on an on-off stiffness variation. The principal objective throughout is to investigate the
reduction of the maximax response. Several response parameters such as the absolute
displacement, the relative displacement and the absolute acceleration of an isolated mass are
used to evaluate the performance of the strategy. The response is considered for a certain
shock pulse typically used to evaluate the shock response of a passive model. The issues and
advantages of using a switchable stiffness strategy are investigated to determine the possible
benefits, the conditions required for practical implementation and any problems or difficulties
that might exist. To begin, a simple undamped model with a secondary switchable massless
stiffness element is considered, subsequently the effect of damping is investigated. This is
followed by the analysis of a compound model, involving primary and secondary mass spring
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systems, which are both initially considered to be undamped. Subsequently, the effect of
damping is analyzed afterwards. Both the simple and the compound models are evaluated in
terms of several response parameters according to the nature of the excitation. Moreover, the
effect of a time lag in the implementation of the strategy is considered, as this might
inevitably occur in any practical realization or demonstration.

3.2. Motivation.
Chapter 2 summarized the idealised response of a single degree-of-freedom system subjected
to several shock excitations, e.g. step, rectangular and half sine pulses excitation types. One of
the most important features observed is that the maximax response for an isolated mass is
mainly controlled by the relationship between the duration of the pulse (pulse period !) and
the natural period T of the system involved, expressed as the ratio ! T . This can be easily
seen when examining the shock response spectra (SRS). The other important factor, which
affects the response, is the shape of the pulse. However, provided that the duration of the
pulse is short enough compared to the natural period, the shape of the pulse has a negligible
effect on the response of the system. When the pulse is long compared to the natural period
the excitation becomes quasi-static, and the shape of the pulse is important, since the response
follows the shape of the pulse quite closely. It was also noted that the effect of viscous
damping in reducing the maximax response is generally insignificant, if compared to the
effect of damping when the excitation has a different nature, i.e. harmonic. As a result, an
ideal shock mount should be as soft as possible to reduce the response to the shock by
deformation of the elastic element. In the SRS this is known as the isolation region where the
maximum response of the system is smaller than the amplitude of the shock, and in this
region the ratio ! T is normally small. In practice, there is a limitation on the allowable
softness of the mount to achieve a low ! T ratio mainly because of two reasons. The first
reason is that certain stiffness is required to support the static weight of the mass. Secondly,
due to the space limitations, because a soft mount will normally involve large elastic
deformations that might be unacceptable.
The basic idea behind the implementation of a variable or switchable stiffness strategy is to
provide a softer support for the isolated mass only during the time when the pulse is applied.
This can be achieved if the stiffness of the system is capable of change from a high state to a
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low state during the application of the pulse. The initial value of stiffness is then recovered
when the shock is over. In this way the maximax response is expected to decrease. The
system is therefore adaptive and piecewise linear in this situation. The advantages and
limitations of this strategy are analyzed in the following section for an undamped system.

3.3. Simple model (massless secondary spring)
To investigate the switchable stiffness strategy, a simple single degree-of-freedom undamped
model is considered. The conceptual model is depicted in figure 3.1. It comprises a mass m
supported by two springs in parallel. The stiffness k ! "k is known as the primary stiffness
and the stiffness !k is known as the secondary stiffness. The secondary stiffness !k can be
disconnected at some point in time depending upon a particular control law. The system is
subjected to a generic shock excitation represented by !(t) in the form of a base displacement.
The equation of motion is thus given by:
m!!! + keffective! = keffective" (t)

(3.1)

The stiffness keffective can take either the values of k ! "k or k depending upon whether the
secondary stiffness !k is disconnected or connected respectively. The excitation !(t)
typically has the form of a symmetrical pulse. In this chapter a versed sine pulse is considered
for the analysis. The use of a versed sine type pulse is justified because its derivatives are
continuous, since it smoothly rises from zero to its maximum, and then back to zero [4, 13].
As a result, no acceleration discontinuities are produced. Additionally, this sort of excitation
has been widely used for shock testing and simulation [13, 104]. The versed sine pulse is
represented mathematically as:
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where !c is the maximum amplitude of the pulse and " is its duration, or pulse period.
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(3.2)

At this point it is important to clarify the nature of the analysis of the system response and
excitation. Although the analysis performed in this chapter considers base excitation in the
form of a single displacement pulse and then the response is obtained, the results presented in
this chapter can be applied to a number of different scenarios. For instance, if the excitation is
regarded as generic, as considered by Ayre [2,4], the results obtained can be extended to
different excitation-response pairs, as explained in table 2.1. Although absolute and relative
responses are obtained, the analysis is focused on the situation where a system suffers a
sudden base motion, and the absolute parameters, namely displacement and acceleration are
of concern. Additionally, this will form the basis for further simulations and the experimental
validation.
3.3.1. Analytical solution
The fundamental idea is to reduce the stiffness for the duration of the pulse. In theory this
change in stiffness is immediate. It is desirable to have preliminary information about the
shock pulse, in order to change the system properties before or just at the time of the
excitation. It has already been shown that using a pre-acting control strategy for shock
excitation will result in better isolation performance [53]. This can be challenging due to the
sudden nature of shock excitation, which can be highly unpredictable, and typically of very
short duration. Although there might be some applications in which this may be possible, in
many situations there would be a delay between sensing a shock pulse and changing the
stiffness. In this study a specified delay can be incorporated between the beginning of the
shock and the stiffness reduction to account for this. Additionally, if there is a delay at the
moment of stiffness reduction, there could be another delay at the stiffness recovery, either
due to the circuitry and devices involved in implementing the control logic, or to the type of
the actuators used. This can be shown schematically using figure 3.2, which depicts the time
history of a versed sine pulse excitation, and the system stiffness as it changes over time. The
stiffness is reduced at a delayed time !t1 after the pulse has initiated and then increased again
at ! + !t2, which happens shortly after the pulse has finished at time !. The effect of this time
lag is analyzed and presented in section 3.3.3.
Considering the stiffness changes and the nature of the excitation, the response of the
conceptual system can be evaluated during four stages. The system is considered to be at rest
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at the moment of excitation, hence the initial conditions are ! ( 0 ) = 0 and !! ( 0 ) = 0 . Then a
certain pulse ! ( t ) is applied. Firstly, the system has the high stiffness state k during a short
interval of the pulse excitation. Secondly, after a time !t1 the stiffness is reduced to
k ! "k while it is still under the pulse excitation. Thirdly, the pulse has ended at time ! and

the system is undergoing free vibration, but the stiffness value is still k ! "k until the time

! + !t2. Finally, after ! + !t2 the original stiffness is again recovered. At the reconnection, the
displacement of the mass is unaltered, so that the effective stiffness is assumed to have the
same extension as the reduced stiffness at that time, and the system continues under free
vibration. Mathematically the equation of motion (3.1) in this case represents a piecewise
linear system and it can be expressed as:

()

m!!! + k! = k" t

0 # t # $t1

()

m!!! + (k % $k)! = (k % $k)" t

$t1 < t # &

m!!! + (k % $k)! = 0

& < t # & + $t2

m!!! + k! = 0

(3.3)

& +$t2 < t

The solution of the set of equations given by equation (3.3) will be obtained for each interval
of time. At the corresponding times of which switching occurs the solution will be assumed
continuous in both the displacement and velocity. It will be shown later that he acceleration is
not continuous and also energy considerations will be presented. This latter point is further
discussed in chapter 4.
The response for a particular pulse ! ( t ) can be calculated using the convolution integral
[102].

()

t

() (

)

! t = % " # h t $ # d#

()

where h t

0

(3.4)

is the impulse response function, which for an undamped single degree-of-

freedom system under base excitation is given by:

()

( )

h t = ! n sin ! nt
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(3.5)

where ! n is the instantaneous undamped natural frequency of the system. The term
instantaneous refers to the fact that the natural frequency changes depending upon the
stiffness state, as a result the instantaneous natural frequency is the value of the natural
frequency for a particular instant of time. There are two different values of natural frequency
corresponding to the high and low stiffness states respectively as given by:

!1 =

k
m

(3.6)

!2 =

k " #k
m

(3.7)

The response is divided into four stages !1, !2, !3 and !4 corresponding to the different
stiffness states as expressed by equation (3.3). Combining equations (3.4), and (3.5), the
response for the first part, from 0 to !t1, with stiffness k can be written as:

t

()

()

(

)

!1 t = "c# 1 & " $ sin # 1 t % $ d $ , for 0 ' t ' (t1
0

(3.8)

The second part from !t1 to " is also calculated using a convolution integral. However, for
this part of the response the system has non-zero initial conditions. In general terms, the
response can be expressed as:

( )

t
' !! &t *
! 2 t = " 2 - # $ sin " 2 t % &t1 % $ d $ + !1 &t1 cos " 2 t % &t1 + ) 1 1 , sin " 2 t % &t1
( "2 +
&t1

()

()

(

)

( ) ( (

))

for &t1 . t . /

( (

))

(3.9)

The solution given by equation (3.9) is valid during the pulse. From time " until time " + !t2
the stiffness has the lower value k ! "k , and the system undergoes free vibration. The
response can be simply written as:
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(3.10)

The final stage is the free vibration response for the high stiffness state, from the time ! + !t2
onwards, and it can be expressed as
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)

( ( (

! 4 t = ! 3 " + #t2 cos $ 1 t % " + #t2
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)

& !!3 " + #t2 )
+ sin $ 1 t % " + #t2
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*

))) + (

( ( (

)))

(3.11)

for " + #t2 < t
It is important to note at this point that although the displacement and velocity are continuous,
the acceleration response will display sudden step changes due to the corresponding stiffness
switching points.
3.3.2. Parametric analysis and numerical results.
As mentioned previously, one of the most important parameters that affect the shock response
of a passive single degree-of-freedom system is the ratio between the duration of the shock "
and the natural period of the system T . The additional analysis considered in this chapter
involves a parameter that changes in time, namely the stiffness. Moreover, for practical
reasons the effect of the time lag mentioned above has to be considered. This section presents
and discusses the results of numerical simulations, focusing on the effects of the stiffness
reduction ratio and its delay on the system response.
The stiffness reduction can be expressed in terms of a stiffness ratio, which is the ratio
between the secondary stiffness and the total stiffness, i.e. when the secondary stiffness !k is
connected to the main system:

!=

"k
k

(3.12)

The SRS for the passive single degree-of-freedom system is taken as a performance
benchmark for this switchable mass-stiffness model. As in chapter 2, the shock response of a
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particular system can fall into three categories, or zones of the SRS, namely isolation region,
amplification region and the quasi-static region. These zones are determined mainly by the
aforementioned ratio ! T , which is called !ˆ henceforth. In a passive system, the physical
properties, i.e. the stiffness, damping and mass, are fixed. Effectively the result of changing
the system properties is a shift in the SRS region. If this change is known, then the response
of the system can be estimated for any pulse, having the SRS of the passive model as an
approximate basis for evaluation. Initially the system has a certain value for the ratio !ˆhigh for
the initial or high value of stiffness, which will determine the maximum response. However,
when the stiffness is changed, the system has a new ratio, which can be referred as an
effective or low stiffness ratio !ˆlow . The objective is to shift the system to the isolation region
of the SRS, i.e. where the response amplitude is smaller than the pulse amplitude.
Effectively, the reduced natural frequency as a result of the stiffness variation can be written
as:

! low = ! n 1 " #

(3.12)

Equation (3.12) can be rewritten in terms of the period ratio of the input duration to the period
of the system as:

!ˆlow
= 1" #
!ˆhigh

(3.13)

Equation (3.13) can easily be used to obtain the period ratio for the low stiffness state of the
system !ˆlow . In this way the response of the system can be predicted for the ideal case when
no delay occurs for the stiffness reduction. Figure 3.3 shows the effective period ratio
normalised with respect to the initial period ratio. The fundamental result of the stiffness
reduction is to reduce the ratio !ˆ , i.e. move the system SRS response towards the origin. As
expected, as the stiffness ratio increases the reduction of the period ratio is more accentuated.
This can be advantageous for some values of the initial period ratio, but not for other values.
For instance, the new effective period ratio could make the system response fall into the
amplification zone. This is especially the case when the shock approaches the quasi-static
region for the original passive system, as explained later. Furthermore, it can be observed
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from figure 3.3 that the change in the period ratio of the system behaves approximately
linearly when the stiffness ratio is small, ( ! < 0.2 ). For this situation the variation of the
period ratio can be simplified and calculated using the linear approximation

!ˆlow
1
= 1" # .
!ˆhigh
2

This is also shown in figure 3.3.
Three response parameters are studied in this section, which are the absolute displacement

! ( t ) , the relative displacement ! rel ( t ) = ! ( t ) " # ( t ) and the absolute acceleration !!!( t ) . These
are the most important parameters when studying shock problems, since they are related to
the space available (rattlespace), the stress in the supporting mount and the potential damage
that might occur in the supported equipment [104, 105]. The maximax response is considered
(which can occur either during or after the pulse). The normalised values of maximax
response are represented by the symbols ! m = max

! rel = max

! (t )
for the absolute displacement,
"c

!!!( t )
! (t ) " # (t )
for the relative displacement and !!!m = max !!
the for absolute
#c
"c

acceleration, where !!!c is the maximum input acceleration. The analysis of the residual
response is presented later in the next chapter.
Ideally, using a shock mount should minimize all of these parameters. However, there is a
compromise between the maximum absolute displacement, the absolute acceleration, and the
relative displacement. A softer mount will reduce the maximum displacement and
acceleration of the supported mass, but at the cost of increasing the relative motion, which
means more space is required. This can be a problem where space is limited. Moreover, if the
mount comprises helical springs, there is a risk of the coils making contact thus forming a
rigid link and possibly damage might occur. As this switchable stiffness strategy is based
upon a stiffness reduction, the relative displacement might increase, but the absolute
responses are expected to decrease. As a result, the parameters to be controlled are the
maximum absolute displacement and acceleration. However, one of the objectives here is to
evaluate the performance of the system considering this strategy, taking into account all the
response parameters involved. The possible advantages and disadvantages of this strategy are
discussed.
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For the analysis considered in this chapter the type of input pulse considered is the versed sine
pulse, given in equation (3.2). Whilst equations (3.8-3.11) provide analytical expressions, the
evaluations are required for a range of stiffness reductions and there is no explicit means to
determine the maximum response. The simulations presented were calculated using variable
step numerical integration routines (fourth order Runge-Kutta method) available in
MATLAB. Essentially the results are the solutions for the piecewise linear system as
presented by the differential equations of motion (3.3), and the maximax responses are then
obtained.
The ideal case is when no time lag occurs and the stiffness is reduced immediately when the
excitation begins, and then recovered exactly when the pulse ends. This can be regarded as
the best case scenario, where one knows the excitation and when it is going to start, although
for most practical applications this is not the case. In order to investigate the overall effect of
the stiffness reduction the first step in the analysis is to study the behaviour of the response as
a function of the stiffness reduction, for several values of the initial period ratio !ˆhigh .

Several examples of time histories are presented in figures 3.4 and 3.5 for representative
values of the initial period ratio !ˆhigh ( !ˆhigh = 0.25 , !ˆhigh = 0.5 , !ˆhigh = 1 and !ˆhigh = 2 ). These
values represent typical situations of short pulses (isolation area) as well as pulses in the
amplification and the beginning of the quasistatic regions. These examples consider a
stiffness switching during the shock, for a stiffness reduction of 50% as an illustrative
example. Figure 3.4 shows the responses corresponding to absolute (dashed line) and relative
displacement (dash dot). The pulse is depicted by the solid line. Subplots are as follows: (a)
!ˆhigh = 0.25 , (b) !ˆhigh = 0.5 , (c) !ˆhigh = 1 , and (d) !ˆhigh = 2 Figure 3.5 presents the absolute

acceleration responses corresponding to the same values of !ˆhigh as before. It is important to
note the sudden acceleration change observed in figure 3.5 when the stiffness is recovered,
which occurs at a point different from the equilibrium position.
To illustrate the benefits, and to quantify the performance of the switchable stiffness strategy,
the maximax response of the passive model is taken as the reference for comparison.
Consequently, the parameter results are presented as the ratio between the maximax responses
of the adaptive and the passive models. As a result, if this ratio has a value higher than 1, it
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means the response of the adaptive model exceeds the response of the passive model,
otherwise there is a performance gain. The maximax response has been calculated for values
of the period ratio between 0 and 1, where 0 means no stiffness change is made, and 1 means
the stiffness is completely removed from the system. The results are presented in figure 3.6
for absolute displacement, figure 3.7 for relative displacement and figure 3.8 for absolute
acceleration. Each curve represents a different value of the initial ratio which are !ˆhigh = 0.25 ,
!ˆhigh = 0.5 , !ˆhigh = 1 , and !ˆhigh = 2 with no delay considered.

Regarding the absolute displacement, shown in figure 3.6, it can be seen that the maximax
response is effectively reduced depending upon the percentage of stiffness reduction for short
duration pulses ( !ˆhigh < 1 ). Higher stiffness reduction results in a smaller displacement
response. For instance, in the case of absolute displacement a decrease of approximately 40%
in the response is achieved for ! = 0.5 and !ˆhigh = 0.25. However, as the period ratio increases
the reduction in the response becomes smaller and higher stiffness reductions are needed in
order to obtain any advantage. Furthermore, the maximax response can be amplified if the
period ratio !ˆhigh > 1 , as can be seen for example in figure 3.6 when !ˆhigh = 2 . In this latter case
the response increases except when the stiffness reduction is very high, i.e. more than 90%.
This is related to the fact that the stiffness reduction modifies the effective period ratio of the
system, as mentioned previously. Effectively a higher stiffness ratio is needed to shift the
system to the SRS isolation zone, and if it is not enough the system might shift to the
amplification region. This effect begins to manifest itself when the period ratio is higher than
1, where a small increase in the displacement response actually occurs.
For the relative displacement, depicted in figure 3.7, the behaviour is slightly different.
Recalling the situation when the system is passive, a softer support will experience a larger
relative displacement. This improves the shock isolation since the elastic support is capable of
storing more strain energy, which potentially can be dissipated later via a damping mechanism.
However, this requires more space for the isolated mass above the base. For !ˆhigh = 0.25, the
relative displacement is very similar to that of the passive system regardless of the stiffness
reduction. There is some benefit obtained for values of !ˆhigh between 0.5 and 1. Moreover, the
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relative displacement increases when the period ratio is higher than 2. This is basically as a
result of the greater deformations in a softer system. Also, in the passive system the absolute
and relative displacement responses are effectively equal in certain zones of the SRS, near the
region when the period ratio is approximately equal to 1. This behaviour is likewise present in
the switchable stiffness model. For these situations, both response quantities are identical for
some values of the stiffness ratio. Again, this effect is a result of the effective period ratio
change, which shifts from one SRS region to another.
The remaining response parameter is the normalised absolute acceleration presented in figure
3.8. Broadly the behaviour is similar to the absolute displacement. High stiffness reductions
generally lead to a decrease in the acceleration levels. As the period ratio increases the
advantages obtained are less evident. However, the sudden stiffness changes will cause
acceleration discontinuities that might affect the isolation performance.
In general, it can be seen that the strategy does not give very good results if !ˆhigh is larger than
1 unless the reduction in stiffness is very high, i.e. larger than 90%. It is in this region that the
shock input is no longer impulsive, being closer to a quasi-static input due to the high natural
frequency of the passive system or a long pulse duration. The best benefits are observed for
the absolute displacement and acceleration, with little or no change observed for relative
motion. In contrast a disadvantage occurs when !ˆhigh is larger than 2, where the relative
displacement increases under stiffness reduction changes.
3.3.3. Effect of delay.
Now that the effect of the stiffness reduction is clear, it is interesting to investigate and
quantify the effect of any time delay in switching the stiffness. A similar numerical procedure
is performed, but in this case the delays !t1 and !t2 are considered, corresponding to the
beginning and the end of the shock respectively. These delays are presented as nondimensional parameters for simplicity with respect to the pulse duration ! and are now
expressed as !1 =

!t1
!t
and ! 2 = 2 . The results are presented in the form of 3D surface
"
"

plots where the x and y axes are the delays !1 and !2 respectively, ranging from 0 to 1. The z40

axis represents the response parameter. For this analysis only the absolute displacement and
acceleration are presented, since they are the most important. The effect of the delay in the
relative motion is very similar to the other parameters. Moreover, the results are given for
only two values of the initial period ratio, which are !ˆhigh = 0.25 and !ˆhigh = 0.5 . This decision
was made because when the period ratio increases the effect of stiffness reduction diminishes.
Additionally, the effect of the delay can be explained with these representative values since its
effect is generally the same for other values of the period ratio. The figures presented were
calculated considering ! = 0.7 as a representative value for the stiffness reduction. The choice
of this value was made because the effect of delay is very similar regardless of the stiffness
reduction factor, and the effect of the stiffness reduction in the response has already been
discussed. Moreover the effect of stiffness reduction can be more easily appreciated as this
stiffness ratio is relatively large.
Examination of figures 3.9 and 3.10 shows that the initial switching delay !1 has an important
effect on the response for the parameters considered. Whilst relatively small values of delay
will cause no difference in the response, if this time delay increases a higher response might
occur. This phenomenon is a consequence of the reduction in the restoring force as the mass
is moving following the pulse, especially at the time when the mass is close to its maximum
displacement, the reduction of the elastic force will cause the mass to move further in the
same direction as the applied base input. The effect is the same for both absolute displacement
and acceleration.
In contrast, the second switching delay !2, which corresponds to the stiffness recovery once
the pulse has finished, has a small effect and the response is not greatly affected. This is
basically because the response of a system subjected to a shock is smaller when the stiffness
is reduced, a delay in recovering the stiffness to the original high state after the shock will not
cause a greater response. However, it is necessary to ensure that the system returns to its
original stiffness state soon after the shock, since the system is undergoing free vibration. If
the stiffness is not recovered after the shock finishes, when the residual oscillations end the
static stiffness will be lower than the original design value, which might not be acceptable for
the system at rest.
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An example of a characteristic time history comprising the normalised absolute responses for
displacement, velocity and acceleration is included in figure 3.11, in order to show the effect
of the stiffness variation on the responses. This example has been produced considering
representative values of the stiffness reduction ratio of 0.7, and a period ratio !ˆhigh = 0.25 . The
values of delay used are !1 = !2 = 0.1 , in order to appreciate better the effect. The most
significant effect is a discontinuity in the acceleration as a result of the stiffness recovery after
the pulse has finished and also at the point of stiffness reduction at the beginning of the shock.
To consolidate the results discussed previously, figure 3.12 presents the Shock Response
Spectra for several values of the stiffness reduction factor !. The bold line represents the SRS
for a passive undamped model. For this figure a small value for the delays !1 = !2 = 0.01 is
considered, for both the stiffness reduction and recovery. The ratio !ˆinitial considered for
reference corresponds to the initial value of stiffness, i.e. the highest stiffness state.
Fundamentally, for higher stiffness reduction, then greater response reduction will take place,
especially when the pulse duration is short compared to the system natural period, i.e. when

!ˆhigh " 1 and otherwise very high stiffness reductions are needed. Generally, for long duration
pulses, i.e. if !ˆhigh " 1 it is preferable not to have any stiffness reduction.

3.3.4. Effect of damping
In practice, all real systems have damping or energy dissipation to a certain extent. Hence, the
effect of damping is briefly considered in this section. For simplicity, viscous damping is
incorporated as depicted in figure 3.13. For a concise representation of the behaviour of the
damped model, the SRS is again used as a basis of comparison. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show a
displacement Shock Response Spectra for stiffness reduction factors of ! = 0.5 and ! = 0.7 ,
each one considering different values of damping ! =

c
= 0.05, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 . These
2 km

results are given for a versed sine input. The effect obtained when viscous damping is present
is very similar compared with the results for the passive case, and also compared to the
switchable undamped stiffness model in figure 3.12. The benefit of damping alone is not very
significant, but the combination of the switchable stiffness strategy and viscous damping can
yield better isolation performance, especially in the amplification region of the SRS,
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i.e. !ˆhigh " 1 . On the other hand, when !ˆhigh " 0.5 (impulsive zone) and !ˆhigh " 3 (quasi-static
zone) for ! < 0.5 the effect of damping is not very significant. In contrast, the effect of
damping on acceleration response is a little different. Recalling that the scenario studied in
this chapter is that of a system having base displacement excitation, high values of damping
can cause the acceleration to increase, as it has been shown for the passive situation [3].
Figure 3.16 presents a characteristic acceleration SRS of a base excited system for a versed
sine pulse. The acceleration response was computed by substituting the numerical solutions
for displacement and velocity into the equation of motion of the system given by equation
(2.14) for the corresponding values of high and low stiffness. A representative value of ! <
0.5 was considered. In general, it can be seen how damping causes the maximum acceleration
response to increase for short duration pulses, i.e. typically for !ˆhigh " 0.5 because of the force
transmitted by the viscous damper due to base excitation. In the amplification region damping
reduces the acceleration levels to some extent, but in the quasi-static region the effect of
increasing damping because the spring and damper behave almost like a rigid link. This
behaviour is very similar to the passive system with base excitation.

3.4. Compound model (mass-spring secondary system)
In the previous section it was assumed that the model involved massless elastic elements. The
incorporation of mass with the secondary elastic element represents a further step in the
modelling of the system. This is now studied in this section for an undamped system so that
the effect of the mass can be established. The effect of damping in this system is investigated
later.
The concept introduced here considers a secondary spring-mass system that is allowed to
connect and disconnect from a main system following a switching logic. A particular
consideration must be made in order for this system to work according to the control law.
Considering that the secondary mass-spring system will oscillate independently during the off
part of the control law (low stiffness stage), it is envisaged that it would be possible to design
or configure the system to ensure that the secondary mass is exactly at the static equilibrium
position at the moment of stiffness recovery, when the secondary stiffness !k reconnects to
the primary mass. If this is achieved, both the main and the secondary system will coincide at
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the correct time. This also requires that the primary and secondary systems oscillate in such a
way that they do not collide during the time they are disconnected. One possible arrangement
to ensure that the reconnection can effectively be performed is idealised in the system shown
in figure 3.17. This represents two masses of mass (m-!m)/2 each, supported by springs (k!k)/2, and between these masses there is the secondary mass !m supported by !k, which can
be disconnected or connected from the main masses following a suitable control law. This
schematic model can be thought of as a small mass oscillating inside a larger, hollow mass
which can be connected or separated depending upon the control law. As a result, if the
oscillation amplitude of the secondary mass is between the height limits of the primary
masses they can oscillate independently without problem. If the several parameters related to
the model are correctly chosen, the system can be designed so the reconnection takes place as
expected or preferred. The analysis of this system and the relationship between the parameters
involved is performed later in this section.
Taking into account the previous considerations, the model can be simplified for the purpose
of analysis, as shown in figure 3.18. It comprises a mass m ! "m supported by a massless
spring k ! "k and is rigidly connected to the secondary mass-spring system consisting of
mass !m and secondary spring !k. At some point in time the systems can be disconnected and
oscillate independently. It is assumed that the masses do not collide whilst they are
disconnected but they experience an impact at the moment of reconnection, and that they
move together immediately after impact, i.e. a perfectly inelastic impact.
3.4.1. Fundamentals and description of the model.
The model comprises two masses, which are attached in normal conditions. For this model, it
is useful to express the mass change in terms of a mass ratio:

µ=

!m
m

(3.13)

Considering a base displacement excitation, the equation of motion for the system with a high
stiffness is given by:

m!!! + k! = k" (t)
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0 # t # $t

(3.14)

When the stiffness is reduced, the masses are disconnected. The primary mass m ! "m and
the secondary mass !m oscillate independently, while they are both being excited by the same
base input shock. Thus the equations of motion are given by:
(m ! "m)#!!1 + (k ! "k)#1 = (k ! "k)$ (t)
!m"!!2 + !k" 2 = !k# (t)

"t % t % &

!t $ t $ %

(3.15)

(3.16)

Once the pulse is over, after a certain time it is assumed that both systems are reconnected and
vibrate freely as a combined single mass. However determining the time when and how the
systems can physically reconnect is not trivial and the next section is concerned with this
matter.
It is important to note that, as the properties of the system will change over time (mass and
stiffness) the system will exhibit a switchable natural frequency. As a result, when the masses
are connected, the original natural frequency is given by:

!n =

k
m

(3.17)

Then when the systems are disconnected, the natural frequency for the main or primary
system is given by:

!p =

k " #k
m " #m

(3.18)

and for the secondary system:

!s =
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"k
"m

(3.19)

3.4.2. Re-connection issues
In order to ensure that the systems can recombine once the pulse is over it is necessary to
predict the next point when they coincide. For simplicity in this part of the analysis, the effect
of delay is ignored so that the stiffness is reduced exactly when the shock pulse begins.
Considering the free response equations for the primary and the secondary systems once the
pulse has finished, the later condition for coincidence of the masses can be expressed as:
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(3.20)

Equation (3.20) can be solved to find the possible times when both systems coincide however,
this condition might not be the most suitable for their reconnection. Effectively, both systems
will coincide, but they can be at any point in their free vibration cycles. It is preferable to
reconnect the systems when they are at the static equilibrium position corresponding to

!1 = ! 2 = 0 , since the elastic elements have no strain energy at that moment. The effect of
gravity is ignored now for both simplicity and the configuration could be designed such that
the static equilibrium position of the two systems coincides. Moreover there will possibly be
an impact between the masses, which if considered completely inelastic (i.e. the masses
oscillate together after the impact) will cause an immediate loss of energy and a reduction in
the response. The residual free vibration stage after the base input has finished is analyzed in
the next chapter to identify a method to reduce it.
A simplified form of the free response equations after a versed sine pulse as given in equation
(2.13) is used in the following analysis. Equation (2.13) can be re-written for the primary and
secondary systems as [2]:
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(3.21)
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(3.22)

where T p and Ts are the natural periods of the primary and secondary systems respectively.
The systems are required to coincide at the static equilibrium position, i.e. both systems have
a value of displacement equal to zero. This is more convenient since at this point the velocity
of the masses will be maximum and they will impact inelastically dissipating energy.
However this phenomenon is analyzed in chapter 4. Hence, the following conditions need to
be satisfied:
$ #'
! p & t " ) = n*
2(
%

n=0, 1, 2, 3...

(3.23)

$ #'
! s & t " ) = q*
2(
%

q=0, 1, 2, 3...

(3.24)

where the terms q and n are integer values. By arranging equations (3.23) and (3.24), the
possible solutions can occur when the ratio between the natural frequencies ! p , and ! s can
be expressed as:

!=

"s q
=
"p n

(3.25)

As a result, the frequency ratio needs to be a value resulting from the terms q and n being
integers, for both systems to coincide at the equilibrium position. However, it is important to
note that this condition applies only for symmetric pulses such as the versed sine considered
here. For non-symmetric pulses the phase angle in the free response will depend upon the
amount of non-symmetry in the pulse. The equations for free response in the case of non
symmetric pulses are different, hence the required frequency ratio for the masses to coincide
at zero will be given by a different relationship. As a result the frequency ratio will not
necessarily be an integer value [2].
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Depending upon the value of the frequency ratio, there are many combinations of the stiffness
and mass ratios that satisfy the required condition. Figure 3.19 presents the required mass
ratio µ as a function of the stiffness reduction ratio ! for several values of the frequency ratio
!. Additionally, the representative values of mass ratio and stiffness ratio for the values of
frequency ratio used in the following discussion is presented in table 3.1 for guidance. A
numerical example comprising a time response for different values of the frequency ratio is
given in figure 3.20. From this figure it can be clearly seen how the masses can be configured
to recombine within the first half of the residual free vibration cycle of the primary mass
system. This example considers an initial value of the ratio ! T = 0.25 and a value of the
stiffness reduction ratio ! = 0.5. Thus the mass ratio µ is selected to give the required value of
frequency ratio. The corresponding values of mass ratio µ and frequency ratio ! are in figure
3.20(a) µ = 0.2, giving ! = 2, and for figure 3.19(b) µ = 0.1 giving ! = 3. The situation when
! = 1 (mass and stiffness ratio are equal) is not considered since both systems will have the
same behaviour vibrating in amplitude and phase together and will recombine with no energy
dissipation. It is clear how the secondary mass oscillates at a higher frequency in figure
3.20(b) as a result of the frequency ratio. It can also be observed the reduction of the
amplitude after the masses recombine represented by the solid thin line, due to an inelastic
impact, which causes a certain amount of energy being lost. However, the calculation of the
amount of energy lost due to this impact and the importance of the parameters involved is
analyzed in chapter 4 as it is related to the residual response of the system. In all of the
simulations shown in figure 3.20, the parameters chosen mean that the secondary system with
mass !m has a natural frequency higher than the mass m ! "m .
As introduced in section 3.2, the result of a variation in the stiffness is essentially a shift from
one SRS region to another. This compound model also has this behaviour, but now two
different systems are involved and two variables, i.e. the mass and stiffness ratios. The
effective natural frequencies for the primary and secondary systems are given respectively by:

! p = !n

!s = !n

"
µ

1" #
1" µ
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(3.26)

(3.27)

As a result, the frequency ratio can be expressed in terms of the mass and stiffness ratios as

#=

(1 " µ )!
(1 " ! )µ

(3.28)

Figure 3.21 shows the variation in the period ratio, normalised with respect to the initial
period ratio !ˆhigh , for the primary and the secondary systems, as a result of the changes in the
system properties. Since the objective is to minimize the response of the primary mass, the
main function of the secondary system is to reduce the stiffness of the main system. Hence
typically the response of the secondary system is increased, but the main system will benefit
from a reduction in its response. From figure 3.21 it is clearly seen that high stiffness
reductions and a small mass ratio (i.e. a small secondary mass) yield a reduction in the period
ratio !ˆhigh which is the preferred situation in most cases and corresponds to a lower mounted
natural frequency. In this situation, as the secondary mass is smaller, the system approaches to
the simple model with no secondary mass. As a result, the secondary system will have a large
period ratio !ˆhigh due to its higher natural frequency. Otherwise, a bigger secondary mass will
cause the effective ratio of the main supported mass to increase, in this way the system could
fall into the amplification or into the quasistatic regions.
3.4.3. Compound model results
The response parameters numerically evaluated in this section are the absolute and relative
displacement, as well as the absolute acceleration. It has already been shown in the previous
section that it is desirable to have as small a delay as possible, and the simulations for the
compound model have shown the same behaviour. Nonetheless, in this model a fixed value
for the delay !1 = 0.01 is considered. For this model the results are presented as a function of
the mass and stiffness ratio for several values of the ratio !ˆhigh , i.e. !ˆhigh = 0.25 , !ˆhigh = 0.5 ,
!ˆhigh = 1 and !ˆhigh = 2 . It is important to recall that the response parameter presented here is for

the primary mass, i.e. the one to be isolated from the shock.
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As with the analysis of the simple model, the results presented here for the response
parameters are given as the ratio between the maximax responses corresponding respectively
to the adaptive compound and the passive undamped models for two values of the frequency
ratio ! , as a function of the stiffness reduction ratio. The results are presented as follows:
Figure 3.22 for the absolute displacement, figure 3.23 for the relative displacement and figure
3.24 for absolute acceleration, each one given for values of ! equal to 2 and 3.
The general behaviour is very similar compared to the basic model. Considering the response
of a passive system as a reference it is easily observed that the best results are in general
achieved when the stiffness reduction is large, and the mass ratio is small. When the
frequency ratio increases for a particular fixed value of stiffness reduction the secondary mass
is smaller, thus the system approaches the simple model and the isolation performance is
slightly better. Effectively, reducing the mass in the system has the contrary effect to reducing
the stiffness. As a result, it is preferable to have a small secondary mass. For this case, the
effect is always beneficial, although not very significant in the case of relative displacement.
As in the previous model, the benefits are mainly seen in the absolute responses, but not in the
case of relative displacement. The latter remains almost unaltered in the best case, and might
even suffer an increase if the period ratio is greater than 1.
It is clear that the benefits in reducing the response are increased for higher values of the
frequency ratio, mainly because the secondary mass becomes very small, while the stiffness
reduction might be relatively high. In this case the system approaches the simple model
considered in the first part of the chapter and the behaviour is very similar. It is also seen that
the strategy works well for values of the period ratio !ˆhigh smaller than 1. In contrast, when

!ˆhigh " 1 the response remains almost unaltered or it may even be amplified unless the
stiffness reduction is very high.
To summarize, the results discussed above are presented in the form of Shock Response
Spectra plots, which are shown in figure 3.25 The results are shown for various values of the
stiffness reduction ratio ! and frequency ratio !, which then produces a corresponding mass
ratio of µ =

1
. There are two SRS corresponding to the system natural frequency
#
2" 1
1 + $ & % 1'
(!
)
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ratios of ! = 2, and ! = 3. Several values of the stiffness ratio ! are considered. As
observed before, an increase in the stiffness ratio ! will cause a reduction of the response.
However, there is also a mass reduction involved, which has the opposite effect and as a result
the advantages may not be as significant if compared with the simple model considered
initially. This effect becomes less important as the frequency ratio ! increases, because if the
stiffness ratio is kept constant, the mass ratio decreases.
3.4.4. Effect of damping.
In this section the addition of damping to the compound system in its initial state i.e. when the
masses are attached is considered. An initial viscous damping ratio ! =

c
is considered
2 km

and the damping constant c remains unaltered and connected to the main mass m ! "m . As a
result, the effective damping ratio will change when the systems are disconnected as a result
of the stiffness and mass changes. This model is shown in figure 3.26. As in the simple model
considered initially, damping effectively helps in further reducing the response. Moreover, its
effect is very similar if compared to the passive mass-spring-damper model. However, the
combination of the switchable stiffness strategy plus some external form of damping (viscous
damping in this case) will result in better isolation performance. The effect of damping can be
more easily illustrated by figure 3.27, for both the simple and the compound models. The
figure shows the ratio between the maximax response of the damped compound model and
the passive undamped model. The passive model is taken as a reference in order to have a
point of comparison of the performance of the damped compound model. For this plot a
representative value of the stiffness reduction ratio of ! = 0.7 has been considered, and for the
compound model (dashed line) with a frequency ratio of ! = 5 which requires a
corresponding mass ratio of 0.085. The period ratio is !ˆinitial = 1 for this case, because this is
the zone where viscous damping has the greatest effect in the passive model. In general the
reduction in the response is not very significant (very similar to the passive case), and the
behaviour is almost the same for the simple (only switchable stiffness) and the compound
model. However, the performance of the simple model is slightly better as the mass does not
change. The effect of damping on both models is very similar, showing slightly lower levels
of response for the simple model. As a result, the optimum situation for the compound model,
which can be more realisable in the practice, is when the secondary mass is very small and it
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approaches the simple model. In the situation of acceleration response, the behaviour is very
similar to the simple model as well, where high levels of acceleration might cause the
response to increase in the quasistatic region.
These conclusions can be further justified considering the SRS plots presented in figure 3.28.
The bold line included represents the SRS for the passive model, which is included for
comparison. Although the overall response reductions are more considerable, this is a result
of the combination of both damping and switchable stiffness strategies, as the effect of
damping alone remains fairly insignificant, and it is very similar to the effect observed in the
simple mass-spring-damper model.

3.5. Conclusions
The dynamics of a switchable stiffness single degree-of-freedom model subjected to a shock
pulse excitation have been analyzed. The switchable stiffness strategy considers a reduction in
the system effective stiffness whilst a shock pulse is being applied, and then recovers the
original stiffness after the pulse is over. In the first part of the chapter a conceptual simple
model with two parallel springs was considered. One of the springs is disconnected at some
point in time. It has been shown theoretically that a stiffness reduction will cause a reduction
in the absolute displacement and acceleration responses, i.e. when the duration of the pulse is
less than the natural period of the system. Otherwise, very high stiffness reductions are
needed to obtain a reduction in the response, i.e. more than 90% stiffness reduction. The
effect of a delay in the stiffness change has been studied, showing that if the delay is small
enough (less than 1% of the shock pulse duration) the effect is negligible, but for larger delays
the response in some situations can be amplified. The effect of viscous damping was also
considered, and though its effect is small, it improves the shock isolation.
The second part of the chapter introduced the concept of a compound model, where a
combined secondary mass-spring system is the element that connects and disconnects in order
to change the primary system dynamic characteristics. The dynamics of both systems have
been considered in order to determine the moment when the systems might reconnect after the
input with an inelastic connection. Since this new model also involves a mass change, it is
desirable to have a small secondary mass compared to the main mass, since the effect of the
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mass reduction is opposite to the stiffness reduction. As a result, the system reduces to the
simple model studied initially, which is the optimum situation. The effect of damping was
also considered. As before, damping improves shock isolation, but still the effect is small and
not as significant as the possible benefits of applying the stiffness reduction strategy.
In conclusion, for a practical realisable model, the first simple model could be more feasible
in practice. The performance of both systems is very similar, with a slightly better isolation in
the case of the simple model. Moreover a secondary mass element is not required which
eliminates the issues of clamping or attaching two masses as the compound model requires. If
a variable or switchable stiffness device capable of a quick and high stiffness reduction (at
least 50%) with low damping is available or designed the switching strategy could be
implemented practically. As a result, the main use of such a system will be reducing the peak
shock responses of absolute acceleration and displacement. There will be no great advantages
for relative motion but the performance will not be worst than the passive case.
The rapid suppression of the residual vibration resulting after the shock has ended is the
subject of study in the next chapter. The approach is also based on stiffness switching but
different strategies are analyzed to achieve the objective.
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"=2

"=3

!

µ

µ

0.1

0.027

0.012

0.2

0.0588

0.027

0.3

0.096

0.045

0.4

0.14

0.068

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.6

0.272

0.142

0.7

0.368

0.205

0.8

0.5

0.307

0.9

0.692

0.5

Table 3.1. Values of mass ratio µ and stiffness ratio ! corresponding to two values of
frequency ratio ". The values are for the compound model with a secondary mass-stiffness
system.
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Figure 3.1. Single degree-of-freedom conceptual model with switchable stiffness under a
shock excitation !(t) applied to the base.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of the stiffness variation kefffective during a shock pulse
excitation !(t). The time "t1 represents the delay between the beginning of the shock, and the
reduction of the stiffness. The stiffness is recovered at time "t2 after the pulse has finished at
t =# .
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Figure 3.4.Time responses for absolute displacement (dashed) and relative displacement
(dash-dot) for stiffness reduction factor ! = 0.5 and different values of the period ratio "ˆhigh .
The solid line represents the versed sine excitation. (a) "ˆhigh = 0.25 !"#$%" "ˆhigh = 0.5 !"#&%!
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Figure 3.7. Ratio between the relative displacement responses of the switchable stiffness
model (! rel )adaptive and the passive model (! rel )passive as a function of the stiffness reduction
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switchable stiffness system, under a versed sine pulse excitation. (a) !ˆinitial = 0.25 , (b)
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Figure 3.13. Viscously damped single degree-of-freedom model with switchable stiffness
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Figure 3.17. Conceptual sketch for a switchable stiffness/mass system. The secondary mass
can oscillate independently inside the main mass while it is disconnected.
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Figure 3.18. Compound model comprising two single degree-of-freedom models that can
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Figure 3.20. Displacement time response for the primary (!!!) and secondary ("""") masses,
showing the moment when the systems recombine with an inelastic impact. The continuous
bold line represents the versed sine input. The thin line represents the response after the
systems reconnect. The period ratio is!ˆhigh = 0.25 , and the values of frequency ratio " are:
(a) " = 2 and (b) " = 3.
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Figure 3.21. Variation in the period ratio !ˆ as a result of the stiffness and mass change. (a)
Primary system and (b) Secondary system.
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Figure 3.22. Ratio between the displacement response of the compound model and the
passive model under a versed sine pulse, as a function of the stiffness reduction factor !
given for two values of the frequency ratio between the primary and secondary systems
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Figure 3.23. Ratio between the relative displacement response of the compound model and
the passive model under a versed sine pulse, as a function of reduction factor ! given for
two values of the frequency ratio between the primary and secondary systems (a) " = 2 and
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Figure 3.24. Ratio between the absolute acceleration response of the compound model and
the passive model under a versed sine pulse, as a function of the reduction factor ! given for
two values of the frequency ratio between the primary and secondary systems (a) " = 2 and
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Figure 3.25. Shock response spectra for the compound model under versed sine excitation.
The frequency ratio between primary and secondary systems are (a) ! = 2 and (b) ! = 3.
The bold line represents the SRS corresponding to the undamped single degree-of-freedom
model, while the other curves are given for different values of the stiffness reduction ratio ".
(!" = 0; — " = 0.1; #!# " = 0.3;!"!"!"!" = 0.5; #!"!#!" = 0.7; !!!" = 0.9)
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Figure 3.26. Conceptual compound model with viscous damping.
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(— # = 0.05; $!$ # = 0.1;!"!"!# = 0.3; $!"!$!# = 0.5).
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Chapter 4.

Residual vibration suppression using switchable
stiffness.

4.1. Introduction.
The objective of this chapter is to present a strategy to suppress the residual vibration that
occurs after a shock pulse input to a simple mechanical system, which is idealized as a massspring system. As seen in the previous chapter, the objective was to minimize the shock
response during a transient excitation by reducing the stiffness but there are residual effects
after a shock that need to be rapidly suppressed. The approach in this case considers a
different switchable stiffness strategy. A particular control strategy for transient vibration
suppression originally proposed by Onoda and Watanabe [91] is investigated and developed.
It involves an on-off logic to connect/disconnect a stiffness element, with the aim of
providing high energy dissipation for lightly damped systems. The theoretical investigation
presented in this chapter is based on such a strategy. Additionally, the models introduced in
chapter 3 are considered again for the analysis, but the control strategies are different.
Although the approach by Onoda and Watanabe considered a simple system, there are several
points that remain unclear. In particular, how does stiffness change produce energy
dissipation or loss and what assumptions have been made in the existing published studies? In
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this chapter the analysis of this model is extended in order to clarify its behaviour. Moreover,
new numerical results and conclusions are provided for subsequent studies. Firstly, the basic
on-off stiffness model found in the literature is revisited and its advantages and physical
limitations discussed. As seen in chapter 3 a compound model involving an energy dissipation
mechanism due to the inelastic collision between the two masses is considered, and then
viscous damping is introduced and its effects analyzed as an extended development of the
simplest configuration. The objective throughout the modelling of the various alternative
systems is to consider the physical behaviour in comparison to the results for a viscously
damped single degree-of-freedom system that can be considered as the benchmark or
reference case. Similarly the decay in the switchable stiffness systems can be associated with
an equivalent decay rate or logarithmic decrement for direct comparison.

4.2. Simple model (massless secondary spring).
According to Chen [106], it is possible to control the vibration of structural members by
varying their stiffness. The author claimed that this approach is particularly useful in reducing
the vibration of lightly damped systems. To understand how the vibration can be reduced by
varying the stiffness, first consider the simple system shown in figure 4.1. The model is a
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) undamped system consisting of a mass m supported by a
variable in time linear elastic spring kv(t).
The equation of motion for free vibration is given by:

m!!! + keffective! = 0

(4.1)

where keffective = kv (t) is the instantaneous value of the effective stiffness at a time t. The free
vibration solution of equation (4.1) is ! = Vei" t , for a given constant value of the stiffness,
which can be expressed using the concept of the phase-plane, which relates the variation of
the velocity of the mass to its displacement. The solution can be represented by a family of
phase trajectory curves represented in the ! " !! plane or phase plane. It satisfies [107]:

(

)

! 2 + m keffective !! 2 = a 2
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(4.2)

where a is a constant that depends upon the initial conditions. Equation (4.2) represents a
response that includes both ! and !! , which follows the path of an ellipse moving clockwise in
the phase plane as shown in figure 4.2 considering a constant stiffness. For a system with a
given mass and a low stiffness the solution forms a horizontal ellipse as shown in figure
4.2(a). For a system with the same mass but a larger value of stiffness the ellipse is vertical as

( )

shown in figure 4.2(b). In order to reduce the free vibration every cycle the state point ! ,!!

should approach the origin as if the system were damped, as shown in figure 4.3 for the case
when viscous damping is included. However, for the undamped system considered one can
reduce the vibration by having a large value of stiffness during the first and third quadrants of
the phase plane, and a low constant stiffness in the second and third quadrant. This would
cause the trajectory to become closer to the origin every cycle. In this case the orbit would be
continuous but not smooth. Its derivatives, particularly the acceleration, would not be
continuous and it would undergo a step change at each stiffness change.
As presented in chapter 3 a conceptual model comprising a mass m supported by two springs
in parallel of stiffness k-!k and !k respectively is considered. However, in this case it
experiences residual free vibration after a shock pulse has been applied. For simplicity in this
chapter free vibration is considered after a single impulse is applied to the system.
The equation of motion for free vibration of a switchable stiffness system is still given by
equation (4.1), but now the instantaneous value of the stiffness kv can take either the value of
k or k-!k depending on the control or switching law used. Since the objective of this system is
to provide vibration suppression, the switching logic for the spring !k has to ensure that the
amplitude of vibration decreases every cycle. Based on the phase plane concept, the stiffness
should be maximum and equal to k when the product !!! is positive and minimum equal to k!k when !!! is negative. This can be expressed mathematically by a control law as [91]:
%k
kv = &
' k # $k
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!!! " 0 (
)
!!! < 0 *

(4.3)

The time when the response satisfies the condition !!! " 0 is equivalent to when the
displacement ! and the velocity !! have the same sign. The solution of equation (4.1) is given
by equation (4.2) considering the stiffness value depending upon the control law. As a result
of using this logic the spring !k is disconnected when the absolute value of the displacement
of the mass is a maximum. It is connected again when the absolute value of the velocity is
maximum, which corresponds to the displacement ! being zero and occurs when the system
is passing through its equilibrium position. It is important to note that it is assumed the
unconnected spring has returned to its unstretched position when it is reconnected. The
introduction of a time lag or delay in the switching of the stiffness could potentially cause the
system to become unstable. This phenomenon is analyzed briefly in appendix D.
As introduced in chapter 3 the stiffness reduction factor ! is given by:

!=

"k
k

(4.4)

The phase plane plot shown in figure 4.5(a) represents the solution when the control law
described above is implemented and shows schematically what happens at each switching
point. Additionally, the corresponding displacement as a function of time is shown in figure
4.5(b). The system is piecewise linear between switching times and an analytical solution can
be found when it is assumed that the spring is reconnected at the static equilibrium position.
Consider that the system has an initial velocity !!0 = a and an initial displacement ! 0 = 0 .
These initial conditions are given by the point marked A in figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), and the
stiffness is k. When the displacement is maximum at point B the stiffness !k is disconnected
and the resulting stiffness is k-!k until point C, when the displacement is zero. The stiffness is
then recovered and is equal to k. It is assumed that the spring !k has returned to its zero
extension position to allow the reconnection to take place. At point D the displacement is
given by ! max 1 " # . The stiffness !k is disconnected again and reconnected at E. The result
is a stiffness change every quarter cycle and so the peak amplitude at the nth cycle will be:

(

! n = ! n"1 1 " #
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)

(4.5)

where ! n-1 is the maximum peak amplitude of the previous cycle. This means that the
amplitude is reduced by a multiplicative factor of (1 " ! ) every cycle. A typical response as a
function of time including displacement, velocity and acceleration is shown in figure 4.6 for
two values of ! , i.e. stiffness reductions of 50% for figure 4.6(a) and 80% for figure 4.6(b).
These responses were calculated using a fixed step numeric solver implemented in MATLAB
using the Runge-Kutta method. The response calculated was evaluated by multiplying the
velocity and displacement within the solver to determine the switching points. The
displacement ! , velocity !! and acceleration !!! have been normalised with respect to the
corresponding maximum absolute response parameters and the time t normalised with respect
to the mean period Tm =

Ton Toff
+
, where Ton and Toff are the natural periods during the on (!k
2
2

connected) and the off (!k disconnected) stiffness states respectively. Note that the amplitude
of displacement decreases at a greater rate for the larger value of the stiffness reduction factor

!.
An important detail in the behaviour of this system is the fact that the value of the restoring
force on the mass is discontinuous at the points of stiffness reduction (points B and D in
figure 4.5). This condition results in sudden instantaneous acceleration changes of the mass at
these points, which might be a potential drawback of this system. However, it is important to
note that the analysis performed in this section is purely theoretical and several assumptions
have been made, for example instantaneous stiffness switching and massless springs. Previous
investigations [89-97] have generally ignored the acceleration discontinuity in their analysis
and subsequent discussion.
The strategy described in this chapter disconnects (turns off) the secondary spring !k when its
deformation is maximum, i.e. when the potential energy stored in this spring is maximum. It
is assumed that this amount of energy in the disconnected spring is all dissipated in the
interval whilst it is disconnected. A discussion concerning this assumption follows later in the
chapter. For this to be achieved, massless springs and immediate switching between high and
low stiffness states are considered. Figure 4.7 shows the kinetic, potential and total system
energies for a given initial velocity and zero initial displacement. These are normalised with
respect to the initial energy in the system. The total energy decreases in steps corresponding
to the times when switching occurs. When the secondary spring !k is disconnected an amount
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of energy

1
!k" n2 is lost, where ! n is the peak displacement of the nth cycle given by equation
2

(4.5). This amount of energy is assumed to be removed or lost from the system. Considering
that the maximum energy at the beginning of one cycle is

1 2
k! , and at the next cycle is
2 n"1

1 2
k! , thus the total energy lost during the nth cycle is given by
2 n

(

1 2
1
1 2
k! n"1 " k! n2 = k! n"1
# 2"#
2
2
2

)

(4.6)

This energy seems to ‘disappear’ from the system using the present assumptions, which is
physically impossible. In practice one can have several mechanisms that effectively contribute
to this energy dissipation; real springs might possess friction or hysteretic damping in addition
to having mass characteristics. Moreover, in complex systems the energy can be transferred to
higher modes of vibration where it is easier to dissipate energy, as some previous
investigations have suggested [91]. Also, it can be related to the parametric excitation
phenomena, which might occur when the system properties change with time [108].
Nevertheless, the equation of motion for this system does not consider any of these factors
and it is interesting to investigate how energy can be dissipated or lost with only conservative
terms in the equation.
Although the model considered is undamped, any real system will include a certain amount of
damping. Moreover, if the secondary elastic element is massless, its oscillation frequency
tends to infinity. However, if viscous damping is present, even if it is infinitesimal, the
secondary system could return to the equilibrium position. The model can then be represented
as in figure 4.8, where viscous damping has been included. Note that the damping is assumed
to be only active when the secondary system is disconnected, as the switch in figure 4.8(a)
indicates. As a result, the secondary system becomes a first order system, whose response is
given by [102]:

! = ! (0)e
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"

#k
t
c

(4.7)

where ! (0) is the displacement of the secondary system at the time of disconnection t = 0 .
An important point is to ensure that the secondary spring !k returns to its equilibrium
position, and this depends upon the amount of damping present. The upper limit for the
damping permissible for the secondary spring-damper system can be calculated considering
the time whilst it is disconnected, which is a quarter of the natural period for the main system
in its low stiffness state and can be written as:

t0 =

!
k " #k
2
m

(4.8)

As a result, the required damping constant c is a function of the stiffness reduction factor !.
Rearranging equation (4.7) for c and substituting the settling time to t0, one can write:

c=

!"kt0
$# '
ln & final )
%# 0 (

(4.9)

()

where "final is the final displacement of the secondary spring-damper system and it must be as
close as zero as possible. The latter expression can be written in non dimensional form as:

c
2 km

=

!"#
2 1! "

(

1

) ln % $

(
final
'
*
&$ 0 )

(4.10)

()

The damping should be equal to or smaller than the value given by equation (4.10) in order to
guarantee a proper settling time. Figure 4.9 shows the value of the damping constant as a
function of the stiffness reduction factor. This plot gives the maximum permissible damping
constant provided ! final is 0.1% of the initial displacement at the time of disconnection. A
larger amount of damping is permissible as the stiffness reduction factor increases, however
the objective is to apply this strategy to lightly damped systems.
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The corresponding time histories for both the main and the secondary systems are presented
in figure 4.10. It can be observed that the secondary system, comprising the stiffness element
!k and the dashpot c returns to the equilibrium position whilst disconnected and then
reconnects again when the mass is at its static equilibrium position. Note that the smaller the
damping the less time it takes to return to rest. If the damping is negligible, the model further
reduces to the simplest model described at the beginning of the chapter, but the secondary
stiffness element will be oscillating at an infinite frequency because it is assumed to have zero
mass. The addition of an infinitesimal amount of viscous damping solves this physically
unrealisable problem, as the stiffness element returns to the rest position, thus dissipating the
stored energy in the elastic element.
Having discussed the energy dissipation mechanism using the concept of a first order
secondary system with an infinitesimal amount of damping, the undamped system is
considered again for the sake of simplicity. It is important to relate and compare the decay of
the undamped semi-active system with a damped passive system. To do this, it is possible to
obtain an equivalent viscous damping ratio corresponding to a particular value of the stiffness
reduction factor. It has been shown graphically that a switchable reduction in the stiffness
results in vibration decay. However, it is beneficial to have a mathematical relationship for
predicting an equivalent damping ratio. Onoda, et al [91] plotted the equivalent damping ratio
for the on-off system described above, and later Winthrop et al [81] obtained an analytical
expression for it. Recalling the definition of logarithmic decrement !ˆ for a viscously damped
single degree-of-freedom system undergoing oscillatory free motion[102]:

$" '
!ˆ = ln & n#1 )
% "n (

(4.11)

where ! n and ! n-1 are the peak amplitudes of displacement in consecutive cycles. For the onoff system, the corresponding peak amplitudes are given by equation (4.5) since the reduction
in amplitude each cycle is given by (1 " ! ). Thus, the equivalent logarithmic decrement for
the on-off system is given by combining equations (4.5) and (4.11) to give:
$ 1 '
!ˆ = ln &
= " ln 1 " #
% 1 " # )(

(
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)

(4.12)

Using the relationship between the viscous damping ratio and the logarithmic decrement
[102] the equivalent viscous damping ratio for the on-off system is given by:

! eq =

"ˆ

(4.13)

4# 2 + "ˆ 2

where !ˆ is given by equation (4.12). Equation (4.13) gives the equivalent ratio in the sense of
the decay per cycle, although the time history given in figure 4.6 shows that the displacement
response is not strictly governed by an exponential decay in time or oscillation at one unique
frequency. The equivalent viscous damping ratio !eq is plotted in figure 4.11 as a function of
the stiffness reduction factor ". The figure shows the asymptote " eq =

!
, which is valid for
2#

reasonably small values of " which might be realisable in practice. In the limit

as

! " 1 oscillation no longer occurs and the equivalent viscous damping ratio tends to unity.
4.2.1. Effect of damping.
The objective of the on-off switchable stiffness strategy is to provide residual vibration
suppression after a shock has been applied to the system. This strategy is intended for lightly
damped systems. The next problem to analyse and consider is to determine if this strategy
would have any benefit if applied to a system that has already an appreciable amount of
damping. This section is concerned with the damped problem.
Figure 4.12 represents a viscously damped single degree-of-freedom with two parallel springs
one of which can be disconnected using the control law given by equation (4.3)
To evaluate the performance of this system a key parameter to examine is the equivalent
damping ratio of the system. It is difficult to obtain an analytical expression for the equivalent
damping since the equivalent damping will comprise the effect of the viscous damping
present in the system and the energy dissipated by the stiffness reduction. Moreover, the
damping ratio of the system will change over time because of the stiffness variations.
However, it is relatively straightforward to find the effective damping numerically by
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evaluating the responses of the system at the peaks and then calculating an equivalent
logarithmic decrement. The resulting equivalent damping plot is shown in figure 4.13 for
several values of the initial damping ratio in the system for the on-period, which is given by

! =

c
, as a function of the stiffness reduction factor. It is assumed here that the
2 km

secondary elastic element loses its stored energy when disconnected. A general observation
from this figure is that the curves are similar to the undamped case, but that the level is
increased depending upon the actual damping initially present. One can see that the asymptote
previously shown in figure 4.11 for small values of ! now can be expressed by " eq = " +

!
,
2#

but this is valid only if the passive damping in the system is small.
A particular observation that must be made about figure 4.13 is that the value of initial
viscous damping existing in the system is considered to be fixed, i.e. the viscous damping
constant remains unaltered for a particular value of damping ratio. The value shown in the
figures is the initial damping ratio in the system for that fixed damping constant. The actual
value of damping ratio in the system will change as a result of the stiffness switching.
Consequently, the actual damping ratio of the system for the high stiffness and low stiffness
state is given by the expressions:

! on =

! off =

c
2 km

c

2

( k " #k ) m

(4.14)

(4.15)

It can be said that a mean damping ratio exists for this system, as the stiffness is switched
every quarter of cycle. This value of damping ratio can be written as:

!m =

! on ! off
+
2
2
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(4.16)

The damping ratio for the on state remains constant whilst the value for the off state depends
upon the stiffness reduction value. As expressed by equation (4.15), a higher stiffness
reduction will lead to an increase in the damping ratio for the off period. This will cause the
mean damping ratio to be slightly higher than the initial damping ratio. In addition to the
effect of the switching strategy alone, this phenomenon helps increase the energy dissipation.
A plot of the initial viscous damping ratio versus the mean viscous damping ratio for several
values of the stiffness reduction factor ! is shown in figure 4.14, where this effect is easily
seen. The initial and the mean damping ratios have a linear relationship that can be expressed
combining equations (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) resulting in:

!m =

c
4 km

$
&% 1 +

1
1" #

'
)(

(4.17)

It is also interesting to investigate if the addition of damping can alleviate to some extent the
acceleration peaks observed previously. As can be seen in figure 4.15, which shows the timedomain acceleration response of the switchable stiffness model, normalized considering the
maximum acceleration of the undamped switchable stiffness model, the effect is not very
significant unless the system is highly damped, and in this situation, implementing the on-off
strategy is not recommended since there are no advantages. However, small quantities of
existing passive damping still contribute to diminishing to some degree the acceleration levels
and the discontinuities that occur in it.

4.3. Compound model (mass-spring secondary system)
4.3.1. Undamped system
In chapter 3 for shock response reduction, a compound model comprising a secondary massspring system was introduced. In this chapter, however, this compound model is analyzed in
the context of the residual vibration suppression strategy.
The secondary spring-mass system is allowed to connect and disconnect from the main mass
following the control law as given by equation (4.3). Recalling the behaviour of the control
law discussed previously, it requires stiffness reduction at the point of maximum
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displacement, and recovery at zero displacement in order to get maximum energy dissipation.
Considering that the secondary mass-spring system will oscillate independently during the off
part of the control law (low stiffness stage), it is important to ensure that the secondary mass
is exactly at the static equilibrium position at the moment of stiffness recovery, when the
secondary stiffness !k reconnects to the primary mass. If this is achieved, both the main and
the secondary system will coincide at the correct time as given by the control law. As
presented in the conceptual model shown in figure 3.16, the primary and secondary systems
are considered to oscillate in different spaces and they do not collide during the time they are
disconnected. The model described in chapter 3 is used here and it is reproduced in figure
4.16 for ease of reference.
One of the principal characteristics of the simple model considered previously is the
immediate energy loss at the time at which the secondary stiffness is disconnected, which are
the stiffness reduction points shown in figure 4.7. However, the new approach shown in
figure 4.16 considers no energy lost during the disconnection. The total energy is the sum of
the energy in the main and the secondary system, the latter has a certain amount of potential
energy when it is disconnected, and no external or internal form of damping is considered.
For this model the energy dissipation mechanism is attributed solely to the subsequent
connection and the impact between the main mass m ! "m and the secondary mass !m .
When the impacting masses stick together after the impact then the collision is said to be
perfectly inelastic. In this case, the ratio between the velocities of separation and approach of
the two masses involved in the impact, also called the coefficient of restitution [107], is zero.
The masses will then have the same velocity immediately after the impact, which is according
to the conservation of momentum principle given by:

!!0 =

( m " #m)!!

1

+ #m!! 2

m

(4.18)

where !!1 and !! 2 are the velocities of the two masses immediately before the impact, and !!0
is the common velocity of the masses once they are moving together immediately after the
impact. This condition on the collision might be achieved practically if a rapid clamping
mechanism is used to attach the secondary mass to the primary mass.
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The process of disconnection and connection of the secondary mass-spring system for this
model follows the same control logic described in section 4.2, i.e. disconnection at points of
maximum absolute displacement and reconnection when the primary mass has zero
displacement.
When the systems are attached, the equation of motion is as given by equation (4.1), which is
repeated here for convenience:

m!!! + keffective! = 0

(4.19)

where m is the total mass and k is the effective total stiffness in the system. Following the
control logic described in section 4.2, when the displacement of the mass is maximum the
stiffness is switched to its low value. At this point, the primary and secondary systems will
oscillate independently and their equations of motion are:

( m ! "m)#!! + ( k ! "k )#
1

!m"!!2 + !k" 2 = 0

1

=0

(4.20)

(4.21)

The point at which the spring is disconnected is shown in figure 4.17 as point B at time t = t0.
Figure 4.17 also shows a general time-displacement response for the main mass m ! "m until
the stiffness recovery point. The system oscillates with a new natural frequency resulting from
the effective stiffness and mass change until point C. The second mass is allowed to oscillate
independently in a way that they do not collide or come together until a specified point in the
cycle of vibration, which is marked as C in figure 4.17 of the primary mass m ! "m . This
process will repeat again from point D where the systems will be disconnected and eventually
recombined at point E
To obtain an expression for the energy dissipated during the impact, it is necessary to consider
the exact values of velocity for each mass at the moment of contact. Considering the control
law, the main mass m ! "m is assumed to be passing through the static equilibrium position
at the moment of contact or recovery, and the solution for the displacement of each mass can
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be found provided that the initial conditions are those from the stiffness reduction point B in
figure 4.17, i.e. maximum displacement and zero velocity.

!1 = ! max cos " p (t # t0 )

(4.22)

! 2 = ! max cos " s (t # t0 )

(4.23)

The corresponding velocities are given by:

!!1 = "# p! max sin # p (t " t0 )

(4.24)

!! 2 = "# s! max sin # s (t " t0 )

(4.25)

The natural frequencies for the disconnected single-degree-of-freedom systems ! p and ! s
(primary and secondary systems) are given, as in chapter 3 by

!p =

!s =

k " #k
m " #m

(4.26)

"k
"m

(4.26)

The time t0 is the time it takes for both masses to oscillate for the first quarter of the cycle and
it can be expressed as:

t0 =

!
2"n

(4.28)

where !n is the natural frequency of the compound system when the masses are connected,
and is given by !n =

k
. At the moment of contact between the masses (marked as C in
m
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figure 4.17), t ! t0 =

"
and the corresponding displacements and velocities of each mass
2# p

can now be rewritten as:

!1 = 0

(4.29)

$ "# '
s
! 2 = ! max cos &
)
% 2# p (

(4.30)

!!1 = "# p! max

(4.31)

% $# (
s
!! 2 = "# s! max sin '
*
2
#
&
p)

(4.32)

As stated by the control law the secondary mass needs to be at its static equilibrium point
since its velocity is maximum and this will increase the energy dissipation. It can be seen
from equation (4.30) that this condition is possible only when the frequency ratio

odd integer values. i.e.

!s
takes
!p

!s
= 1,3,5,7... . The subsequent results are calculated using this
!p

condition. Thus, it is useful at this point to recall the frequency ratio ! =

"s
, the frequency
"p

ratio for the disconnected systems as introduced in chapter 3.

It is now possible to calculate the energy lost during each impact. The kinetic energy after the
impact is given by:

T0 =

1 2
m!!
2 0

90

(4.33)

where !!0 is the common velocity after the masses collide as given by equation (4.18). The
initial total potential energy of the system is

1 2
1 2
, where ! max is the maximum
k! max = m!! max
2
2

peak displacement of the main system just before the secondary system is disconnected, and
there is no energy lost until the point of zero displacement for the primary mass m ! "m when
the impact occurs. At this point, the energy dissipated during the impact is:

Ed =

1 2
1
k! max " m!!02
2
2

(4.34)

Hence the corresponding percentage of energy dissipated can be expressed as a percentage of
the energy in the system before the impact:

#
m"!02 &
%Ed = % 1 ! 2 ( ) 100
k" max '
$

(4.35)

Combining equations (4.18) (4.34) and (4.35) the common velocity after the impact can be
written as:

!!0 =

& %$ ) /
! max ,
s
.(m " #m)$ p + #m$ s sin (
+1
m .
2$ p * 1
'
0

(4.36)

Equations (4.35) and (4.36) can be combined to give the percentage of energy dissipated as:
2
+
+
% $# ( . .
1
s
0
-(m ! "m)# p + "m# p sin '
%Ed = -1 !
* 0 0 1 100
- km 2
#
&
p)0
,
/ 0/
-,

(4.37)

Equation (4.37) can be written in a non dimensional form by using the parameters ! =
the stiffness reduction ratio and the frequency ratio ! =
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"s
, the frequency ratio, to give:
"p

"k
,
k

#
$
2
%
#' 1 (
!
' " ($ &
% Ed = %1 )
)
1
*
+
sin
, * - & & +100
%,
/
. 2 /1 &
% 1 + * 2 ' 1 ) 1 ( 0. !
,
%0
&1
!
.
/

The mass ratio µ =

(4.38)

!m
as defined in chapter 3 is used again. To guarantee that the masses
m

coincide at the static equilibrium displacement position at the time required, µ and ! must
have values that satisfy ! =

"s
= 1,3,5,... , i.e. odd integers. However, in the case of µ = !,
"p

which gives ! = 1 , the amount of energy dissipated is zero. This is because the velocity of the
secondary mass is equal in magnitude and phase to the velocity of the main mass when they
collide, i.e. the relative approach velocity is zero. There is no change in the velocity of the
masses before and after the impact, so there is no energy lost during the contact.
In order to assure maximum energy dissipation during the impact the common velocity of the
masses after the contact must be as small as possible, i.e. the kinetic energy is minimized.
Since the velocity of the mass m ! "m is always maximum just before the impact, the velocity
of !m should preferably be a maximum and have opposite sign at the point of impact. This is
not necessarily true for all the odd integer values of ! as seen in figure 4.18, which shows
the percentage of energy dissipated for odd integer values of ! between 1 and 15. It can be
seen that the energy dissipated is considerably higher when ! = 3, 7,11,... . On the other hand,
when ! = 5,9,13,... the energy dissipated is smaller. It is possible to maximize the energy
dissipation when ! = 3, 7,11,... because the velocity of the masses are out of phase at the
moment of impact. However, when ! = 5,9,13,... the velocities, although different in
magnitude, have the same phase, therefore the energy dissipation is considerably less
compared with the previous case. This fact can be seen clearly in figure 4.19 which shows the
energy dissipation as a function of the stiffness ratio, for the values of ! mentioned above.
Furthermore, a plot of the equivalent viscous damping ratio as a function of the stiffness
reduction factor ! is presented for several values of ! in figure 4.20. The equivalent damping
ratio was estimated using the ratio between consecutive peaks calculated by the energy
dissipation given by equation (4.38) This plot further confirms the energy dissipation
behaviour. The equivalent viscous damping ratio was obtained numerically by obtaining the
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peak displacements for the impacting model, using a fourth order Runge-Kutta routine, and
then considering the decay rate. The calculations were made for ! = 3,5, 7,9,11, and 13 as a
When ! = 3, 7,11,... there is an optimum

function of the stiffness reduction factor.

combination of µ and ! for each value of !, which dissipates all the energy during the first
impact. As a result both masses return to rest immediately after the impact. This condition can
be stated mathematically considering the total momentum after the impact is zero, as follows:

( m ! "m) x
Noting that ! =

# p ! "mxmax# s = 0

max

(4.39)

"s
, equation (4.39) can be written as
"p
m ! "m
=#
"m

(4.40)

Thus, for ! = 3, 7,11,... the relationship between the optimum mass ratio and the frequency
ratio is given by:

µ=

1
! +1

(4.41)

Using equations (4.26) and (4.27) the frequency ratio can also be expressed as

#=

(1 " µ )! .
(1 " ! )µ

As a result, the relationship between the stiffness ratio and the frequency

ratio can be calculated as:

!=

"
" +1

(4.42)

The values of µ and ! calculated using equations (4.41) and (4.42) represent the peaks
observed in figure 4.20 for ! = 3, 7,11,... These peaks tend to indicate an equivalent damping
ratio of 1, which is true considering the definition of critical damping as the system no longer
posesses oscillation. Hence, it is possible to maximize the energy dissipation for these
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situations. This can be further validated by obtaining the derivative of equation (4.38), which
can be used to obtain the maximum value of energy dissipation for particular values of ! .
The full derivation can be found in appendix E. However, as ! increases, the stiffness
reduction required also increases, which could be difficult to achieve in practice. The
corresponding values of µ and !, for discrete values of ! which give maximum energy
dissipation are shown in figure 4.21, where it is clearly seen that higher stiffness reduction is
needed as ! increases. In general the stiffness and mass ratios can be related using the
following equation:

µ=

1
"1 #
1 + $ 2 & % 1'
(!
)

(4.43)

Equation (4.43) is plotted in figure 4.22 as a function of ! for several values of ! .
As an example, consider the plot shown in figure 4.23(a) which depicts a time history
showing the displacement, velocity and acceleration responses for the impacting model (bold
line) where ! = 0.5 and µ = 0.1. The sudden changes in velocity are due to the impact between
the masses after every half cycle. This combination will give ! = 3 but is not optimized for
the case of maximum energy dissipation. The optimum situation when the energy dissipated
is maximized, i.e. µ = 0.25 and ! = 0.75 is presented in figure 4.23(b).
Figure 4.24(a) shows the secondary system response (dashed line) during the times it remains
disconnected and oscillates independently, showing that both masses coincide at the same
point during the impact. Figure 4.24(b) shows the kinetic, potential and total energy for the
system. This plot shows the sum of the energies in the primary and the secondary systems.
Both figures 4.24(a) and 4.24(b) are for values of ! = 0.5 and µ = 0.1. The results
coresponding for the optimum situation µ = 0.25 and ! = 0.75 are shown in figure 4.25,
where it is clearly seen that the masses are at rest immediately after the first impact.
In order to establish a relationship between this impacting model and the basic model
considered in section 4.2, one can consider the behaviour of the impacting model when the
secondary mass tends to zero. From section 4.2, the maximum energy in the basic switchable
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stiffness model can be written in terms of the potential energy as

1 2
k! , for the basic model.
2 max

The percentage of energy dissipated after the first stiffness reduction (half a cycle) can be
expressed as
1 2
1 2
k! max " k! min
2
%Ed = 2
# 100
1 2
k!
2 max

(4.44)

where ! min is the subsequent negative peak displacement (marked as D in figure 4.17) and it
is related to ! max by ! min = ! max 1 " # . It is important to note that there are two stiffness
reductions for the basic model, as there are in general apart from the optimum cases two
impacts in the impacting model each cycle. Hence, equation (4.44) reduces to:
% Ed = ! "100

(4.45)

Equation (4.45), which gives the energy dissipation as a result of the first stiffness reduction
in the cycle, coincides with the energy dissipation in the impacting model during the first
impact, assuming a very small fixed value of the secondary mass, i.e. µ ! 0 . This can be
easily shown if equation (4.38) is expressed in terms of the mass ratio µ and the stiffness
ratio reduction ! giving:

# #
%"
% Ed = (1 ' ( 1 ' ! 1 ' µ + µ! sin *
( (
*2
(/ /

(1 ' µ )! &+ $)
(1 ' ! )µ +. )0

2

$
) ,100
)
)0

(4.46)

By setting µ = 0 in equation (4.46) and simplifying the resulting expression it is the same as
equation (4.45) thus showing how the compound model reduces to the simple model when the
secondary mass is negligible.
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4.3.2. Effect of damping.
The objective of the switchable stiffness strategy is to reduce or minimise the residual
vibration in lightly damped systems after a shock has been applied to a system. So far, the
impacting model has been analyzed, without taking into account any damping. In this section,
a brief investigation is conducted as to whether the impact strategy would have any benefit if
applied to a system that already has some damping present. This is important because all real
systems inherently have some form of damping.
Figure 4.26 represents a viscously damped single degree-of-freedom with two parallel springs
one of which can be disconnected using the control law given by equation (4.3). When
disconnected there are two independent mass-spring-damper systems. When both systems are
attached an equivalent damping constant is calculated from the constants cp and cs
corresponding to the damping constants of the primary and secondary systems respectively.
The displacement response for the primary and secondary masses from the maximum
displacement point (i.e. point B in figure 4.17, but now considering damping) is given
respectively by:

!1 = 0

! 2 = ! max e

(

"# s $ s t "t0

)

(

(4.47)

(

cos $ s 1 " # s2 t " t0

))

(4.48)

The time t0 is given by equation (4.26) as in the undamped case. The percentage of the energy
dissipated can be obtained calculating the common velocity of the masses !!0 after they
impact and oscillate together, as expressed by equation (4.18). Using the derivatives of
equations (4.47) and (4.48) and then combining them into equation (4.18) gives the common
velocity after the impact. As a result the percentage of energy dissipated during the impact in
the damped impacting model can be expressed as:
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.
"
%Ed = .1 !
.
'
2 $ 1
. 1 + # d & ! 1)
%" (
-

*+ s # d
, ! *+ p
2 $ 1
'
2
1! + 2p
. 2 1!+ s
2
&% " ! 1)( # d 1 ! + p + e
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.-

/
,
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'
$*
' /1
2
.+ s cos & # d ) + 1 ! + s sin & # d ) 1 1
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2

/
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1 2 100
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(4.49)
where the frequency ratio ! has been replaced by the damped frequency ratio, since the
model is now damped. This ratio is defined as:

!d =

" s 1 # $ s2
" p 1 # $ 2p

(4.50)

As described in the previous section, one wants the frequency ratio to have values
! d = 3, 7,11,... in order to maximize energy dissipation and ensure the systems can recombine

at the required times. Thus, the physical properties of the system must be tuned to keep the
required frequency ratio.
In order to evaluate the performance of this system a key parameter to compare is the
equivalent damping ratio of the system. The analysis to obtain the percentage of energy
dissipation and the subsequent equivalent damping ratio is similar to the analysis presented in
section 4.3.1. It is difficult to obtain an analytical expression for the equivalent damping,
since the effective damping will comprise the effect of the viscous damping present in the
system and the energy dissipated by the stiffness reduction. Additionally, the damping ratio of
the system will change over time as a result of the stiffness and mass variations. However, it
is relatively straightforward to estimate the effective damping by using equation (4.47) to
calculate the energy dissipation and then find the consecutive peaks used to obtain the
equivalent logarithmic decrement. For the numerical results in this section, the damping
constants cp and cs are selected so that the damping ratio for both systems is the same, i.e.

! 1 = ! 2 . The effective damping ratio is shown in figure 4.27 for several values of the initial
damping ratio in the system for the on period, as a function of the stiffness reduction factor,
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considering !d = 3. This condition will shift the optimum values of µ and !, but the frequency
ratio !d will remain the same. The equivalent damping ratio will be enhanced as the viscous
damping in the system increases. However, the main conclusion from this figure is that there
is no significant change if the system is lightly damped. For instance, when the fraction of
critical damping is less than 5%. There is a limit on how much equivalent damping can be
obtained depending on the amount of physical damping present in the system. It is important
to remember that the strategy is suitable for low damping systems, where the addition of any
other form of damping is not straightforward. Otherwise, if the system is already highly
damped it can be more convenient from a practical point of view not to use a semi-active
strategy, but simply add another form of passive damping.
Finally, figure 4.28 compares two situations, the first one depicted by the continuous line
represents the equivalent damping ratio when ! d = 3 , and a damping ratio of 0.01. On the
other hand, the dotted line shows the equivalent damping for the basic model introduced in
section 4.2, considering a damping ratio of 0.01. As a result, it can be seen that the impacting
model presents a practical limiting value of stiffness reduction where the energy dissipation is
optimized, rather than the physically unrealisable value of 100% stiffness reduction of the
basic model when energy dissipation is maximized. Moreover, it appears that the impacting
model at low values of stiffness reduction always exceeds the performance of the basic on-off
stiffness model in terms of energy dissipation. If the parameters of the model are adequately
chosen, the energy lost by the inelastic impacts is higher than the energy lost in the simple
model by the disconnecting spring.
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4.4. Conclusions.
The performance of a system for enhancing the decay of residual vibration, which uses an onoff logic to adaptively reduce the stiffness, has been revisited. This particular system can be
found in the literature but there are some aspects that were unclear, particularly those related
to the energy dissipation and physical implementation. Previous studies have not considered
the conservation of energy in the system, as no dissipative terms have been included in the
analysis. Moreover, issues with acceleration discontinuities have not been reported although
present in this system due to the sudden stiffness changes. As a result in this chapter, the
details of the control logic and the existing switchable stiffness model have been extensively
examined including a means by which the disconnected spring can in conjunction with a
damper, dissipate the energy and account for the system energy reduction.
An alternative modelling approach has been proposed, in order to investigate the energy
dissipation in a switchable stiffness system and to provide a valid mathematical and physical
model. This approach involved a secondary spring with a small mass and considers the impact
between this mass and the main mass at the moment of stiffness recovery. The energy is
solely dissipated due to this inelastic impact. There is a trade-off between the mass and
stiffness ratios; high energy dissipation can be achieved for certain combinations of these
parameters which are physically allowed. It was found that as the secondary mass is reduced
to zero, this system effectively reduces to the basic on-off model and their energy dissipation
characteristics are the same for this particular configuration.
Furthermore, the inclusion of viscous damping was studied in both the basic and the
impacting systems. The main conclusion obtained being that when the system is lightly
damped the performance is not affected. However, highly damped systems experience a
drawback in vibration suppression, and the effective damping ratio could become lower than
that for the viscous damping ratio present for the passive linear original system. This supports
the hypothesis that the strategy is only suitable and beneficial for lightly damped systems.
The theoretical results and assumptions presented in this chapter will form the basis for the
design of an experimental setup used to validate the switching strategy. Later in the thesis
both strategies for shock control and residual vibration suppression will be implemented.
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Figure 4.1. Single-degree-of-freedom system with variable stiffness.
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Figure 4.2. Phase plane representation of the free vibration motion of a single degree-offreedom undamped system. (a) low stiffness and (b) high stiffness for a given fixed mass m.
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Figure 4.3. Phase plane representation of the motion of a single degree-of-freedom viscously
damped system.
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Figure 4.4. Single-degree-of-freedom system with on-off switchable stiffness.
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Figure 4.5. Free vibration of the on-off switchable system illustrating the effects of the
stiffness change (!! High stiffness; !!! low stiffness). (a) Phase plane plot (b) Time history of
the displacement response.
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Figure 4.6. Typical response for the switchable stiffness system of figure 4.4 showing
curves for displacement, velocity and acceleration. Tm =

Ton Toff
, where Ton and Toff
+
2
2

are the natural period during the high and the low stiffness states respectively. (a) ! =
0.5 (b) ! = 0.8. (!!Displacement; !!!!!!Velocity; """"" Acceleration)
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Figure 4.7. Example of energy levels for the switchable stiffness system with a stiffness
reduction ratio of ! = 0.5. The horizontal axis represents time normalised with respect to the
mean period and vertical axis is the energy normalised with respect to the initial energy
(!! Total energy; !!!!Kinetic energy; """" Potential energy).
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Figure 4.8. Switchable on-off model with viscous damping. (a) High stiffness state with both
elastic elements connected and the dashpot disconnected. (b) Low stiffness state, the
secondary spring has been disconnected and the dashpot is connected to it.
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Figure 4.9. Maximum damping permissible in the secondary spring-damper system as a
function of the stiffness reduction ratio ! to allow the secondary spring to return to the
equilibrium position whilst it is disconnected.
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Figure 4.10. Response of the combined main system (!) and the secondary spring-damper
system for different damping values considering a stiffness reduction ratio of ! = 0.5.
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Figure 4.11. Equivalent damping ratio as a function of the stiffness reduction ratio #
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Figure 4.12. Single-degree-of-freedom viscously damped system with on-off switchable
stiffness.
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Figure 4.13. Equivalent damping ratio as a function of the stiffness reduction factor for
different values of the actual damping ratio in the system.
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the stiffness reduction ratio !. The horizontal axis represents the initial damping ratio and the
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the reduction (! !).
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Figure. 4.19. Percentage of energy dissipated at the first reconnection as a function of the
stiffness reduction ratio ! for different values of the secondary to primary systems frequency
ratio ". (!! " = 3;!""" " = 7; ####!" = 11;!# " = 5;!$!$!" = 9; "!"!"!" = 13).
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Figure. 4.20. Equivalent damping ratio %eq as a function of the stiffness reduction ratio ! for
different values of the secondary to primary system frequency ratio ".
(!! " = 3;!""" " = 7; ####!" = 11;!# " = 5;!$!$!" = 9; "!"!"!" = 13).
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Figure. 4.22. Combinations of the stiffness reduction ratio !, and mass ratio µ causing the
secondary mass to be exactly at the static equilibrium position at the moment of impact, for
optimum vales of the secondary to primary system frequency ratio ".
(!! " = 3; ###!" = 7; $$$$$ " = 11).
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Figure 4.23. Time response for the impacting model. The time is normalised with respect to
the mean period Tm. (a) ! = 0.5 and µ = 0.1, (b) ! = 0.75 and µ = 0.25. The frequency ratio
between secondary and primary system is " = 3. (!!Displacement; !!!!!!Velocity;
""""" Acceleration),
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Figure 4.24. (a) Displacement response for both the main (!!) and the secondary system
(!!!). (b) Energy levels in the system. (!! Total energy; !!!!Kinetic energy; """" Potential
energy). Time is normalised with respect to the mean period Tm.. For this example the
stiffness reduction ratio is ! = 0.5 and the mass ratio µ = 0.1, giving a secondary to primary
system frequency ratio " = 3
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Figure 4.25. (a) Displacement response for both the main (!!) and the secondary system
(!!!). (b) Energy levels in the system. (!! Total energy; !!!!Kinetic energy; """" Potential
energy). Time is normalised with respect to the mean period Tm. For this example the stiffness
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frequency ratio " = 3 and maximum energy dissipation.
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Figure 4.26 On-off stiffness model with viscous damping model considering a secondary
spring with mass: (a) The systems are rigidly attached. (b) The secondary mass is
disconnected and oscillates independently from the main mass.
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Figure 4.28. Equivalent damping ratio comparison between an impacting model, considering
a frequency ratio of " = 3 (!!), and the same model when the secondary mass approaches to
zero (!!!!!!!".The viscous damping ratio considered for both models is the same and is equal to
1%.
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Chapter 5.

Design of a switchable stiffness experimental
model.

5.1. Introduction.
The main objective of this chapter is to describe the design and several tests on a test rig
where the stiffness could be changed in real time. For the sake of simplicity in the design a
simple switchable spring was chosen for the experimental rig, rather than a compound model
involving impacts. It has been shown previously that both the simple and compound
(impacting) models have similar performance characteristics. The physical properties of the
experimental model are estimated in terms of the percentage stiffness change and effective
damping ratio when switched between two constant stiffness states. The linearity of the
system is also studied by means of static and dynamic tests. This experimental rig was used
to validate experimentally the analysis and theoretical findings presented in chapters 3 and 4.
The experiments regarding the implementation of the real time control strategies are described
in chapter 6.
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5.2. Description of the rig.
In order to successfully replicate and validate the theoretical concepts presented in chapters 3
and 4, an experimental variable stiffness design must fulfil certain conditions. Firstly, in order
to be able to gain benefits and appreciate the effect of the stiffness reduction, the system must
be capable of achieving a high stiffness change, at least a factor of two. Secondly, this change
has to be made very rapidly, since the stiffness change needs to be performed in real time
every quarter of cycle. The actual absolute time in which the stiffness switchings will be
performed will depend upon the natural frequency of the system. Consequently it is
preferable to have an original system with a low natural frequency in order to allow for a
greater interval between low and high frequency states. Moreover, that the system should be
lightly damped in order to observe a significant change in the residual decay rate due to the
switching and losses of energy through the switching system. It is also desirable that the
system approaches a single degree-of-freedom model.

In order to have a system with these characteristics, a variable rate elastic element was
conceived and designed using electromagnetic forces. The fundamental idea behind the model is
similar to the concept of magnetic levitation. If one has two magnets aligned with their
opposite poles facing, as shown in figure 5.1, the resulting repulsive force when suitably
configured acts essentially as a restoring force. If one uses an electromagnet instead of a
permanent magnet the magnetic field can be changed, therefore the restoring force, which can
be considered to be due to an equivalent effective stiffness, will be changed. As a result, one
can obtain a variable rate or switchable stiffness element depending upon the voltage supplied
to the electromagnets. However, there are some disadvantages of the simple system described
above, as the system is highly nonlinear because of the magnetic forces involved; the repulsive
force is not proportional to the separation of the magnets. Also, an unstable system is likely
to be present unless some restraints are implemented.
In order to take advantage of the magnetic spring concept and to avoid the inconveniences it
introduces, a modified design was proposed. As depicted in figure 5.2(a), the system
comprises two permanent, disc shaped neodymium magnets (1, 2) which are suspended
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between two electromagnets (3, 4), in a symmetric arrangement. The permanent magnets are
held by an aluminium ring (8), which is suspended using four tensioned wires. Only two of
them are shown in the figure (6, 7), which are attached to the main frame (5). Figure 5.2.(b)
shows a photograph of the actual system. The total mass of the permanent magnets and the
aluminum ring is 0.0753 kg, which is the isolated mass. By varying the voltage applied to the
electromagnets, the repulsive force changes, and the effective combined stiffness of the system
is varied. It is important to note that although the system in the figures is shown in the
vertical position, the experiments were made with the system in the horizontal position to
avoid the effect of gravity.

When the electromagnets are turned off, the effective stiffness of the system is said to be in
the low or softer state. This stiffness setting is basically defined by two mechanisms. The
first one is given by the wires, which provide part of the effective residual stiffness of the
system. The second mechanism is given by a softening effect produced as a result of the
attraction between the iron core of the electromagnets when turned off and the permanent
magnets. This effect becomes more evident as the permanent magnets approach the
electromagnets, due to the nonlinear nature of the magnetic forces. The system is designed in
such a way that the supporting wires can be changed for others of different material and/or
thickness in order to have different stiffness properties.

The high stiffness state is then engaged when the electromagnets are activated. Once the
electromagnets have been switched on in the repulsive configuration, the effective stiffness
increases, thus the system is in a high stiffness state. This state differs considerably from the
low stiffness state. In this case, the repulsive force between the electromagnets and the
permanent magnets causes a hardening effect. The electromagnets used are capable of working
in the 0-24V voltage range. However, to avoid excessive heating only a maximum of 18 V is
used, since the electromagnets draw a considerable current (between 1 A and 3 A). For the
purposes of this study and subsequent analyses, only the extreme stiffness states are of
interest as this corresponds to the maximum stiffness changes. This means the electromagnets
are turned on or off depending upon the control law. Consequently, the change in stiffness is
approximately immediate.
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A possible issue in this setup is the tension in the supporting wires. It was observed during
the tests that the wires tended to slacken as the tests were running. It was necessary to keep
them tensioned by occasional adjustment. This problem also caused slight variations in the
resonance frequency and damping ratio when the tests were repeated, as it is very difficult to
ensure that the same tension is applied to the four wires for all the tests.

5.3. Procedure.
The main objective of estimating the physical properties of the system was achieved by
measuring the transmissibility of the rig using broadband random excitation applied to the
base. The resonance peak for different applied voltages was determined and the effective
stiffness change was found. These tests were performed for two different supporting wires,
namely titanium and nylon. Additionally, a simple static test was developed in order to check
the linearity of the system, and the transmissibility tests were also measured for different
amplitude values.

The equipment and apparatus used were:
• Data Physics analyzer.
• Hameg triple power source HM7042-5.
• PCB accelerometer 352C22 (2).
• Derritron shaker VP4.
• Power amplifier.
• PCB Signal conditioner.

A block diagram showing the setup of the equipment is shown in figure 5.3. Two
accelerometers were used to acquire the signals from the base of the shaker and the suspended
magnets respectively. The Data Physics analyzer was used to calculate the frequency
response function using the input signals from the accelerometers. Additionally, the same
analyzer was used to send an excitation to the shaker through a power amplifier. The peak
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signal levels measured on the base were between 0.08 g and 1 g for the minimum and maximum
amplifier gains used in the tests. The frequency response functions were acquired using a
Hanning window, 1600 lines of resolution, a frequency span of 0-200 Hz, 40 averages and
50% data window overlap.

5.4. Results.
A preliminary transmissibility test used to assess the degree of linearity of the system was
first performed. The transmissibility was measured over a range of excitation amplitudes.
Figure 5.4 presents the magnitude of the frequency response function (FRF) for the minimum
and the maximum excitation levels (0.08 g and 1 g respectively). This particular example
corresponds to the system supported by nylon wires with the electromagnets turned off.
Transmissibility plots are presented in figures 5.5 to 5.12 comprising magnitude, phase angle
and coherence. The plots are presented in a dB scale for the magnitude (V/V) and for a linear
frequency scale (Hz). Figure 5.5 corresponds to having no electromagnets, figure 5.6 for the
case with the electromagnets attached but turned off, figure 5.7 for electromagnets turned on at
12 V, and figure 5.8 for electromagnets turned on at 18 V, all for nylon supporting wires.
Additionally, figures 5.9 to 5.12 depict the same corresponding situations described above but
for titanium wires.

5.5. Discussion.
The first concern about the experimental setup was the high possibility of nonlinearities due
to the magnetic forces involved. As mentioned previously, the system exhibits a softening
behaviour when the electromagnets are turned off, because the permanent magnets are
attracted to the iron of the electromagnets. In contrast, a hardening effect is present when the
electromagnets are turned on, due to the repulsive magnetic force, which is essentially
nonlinear. A first test involving the measurement of the FRF for different amplitudes of the
excitation force was developed. This test was performed for both nylon and titanium, for
their respective high and low stiffness states. The peak amplitude values for the suspended
magnet were between 0.06 mm and 1 mm for the lowest and highest amplitude settings.
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Similar results were obtained for all the cases. Several FRF magnitude curves overlapped
each other showing only small variations. Moreover, a simple static test carried out between
those displacements limits also show the linearity of the system. Thus this test demonstrates
that at least in the displacement range of interest the system behaves fairly linearly. Further
measurements had peak displacements of approximately 0.8 mm and rarely surpassed 1 mm.
Between these limits the system approaches very well a linear single degree of freedom model
which is necessary to accurately validate the theoretical studies previously presented.
Further observation and insight into the possible nonlinearities of the model can be obtained
from the transmissibility and coherence plots presented in figures 5.5 to 5.12. The
transmissibility has been calculated for different input amplitude values and the comparable
transmissibility plots show a good degree of linearity (see figure 5.4 for an example).

Figures 5.5 and 5.9 shows the FRF for the case of no electromagnets, when the permanent
magnet is suspended by nylon wires and titanium wires respectively. In particular, it is
interesting to observe figures 5.5(a) and 5.9(b) which show poor coherence above the
resonance peak. It is very likely that the cause of this problem could be noise as a result of the
measured suspended magnet response being too low compared with the base amplitude. It is
unlikely that nonlinear effects can cause this behaviour as it has been shown before the high
degree of linearity present in the system. However, the significance of this figure is to estimate
the natural frequency, in this case being approximately 17.37 Hz. This configuration with no
electromagnets has been included for comparison with the other situations as will be seen
later, and this particular configuration was not considered for subsequent tests.
In contrast, when the electromagnets were attached the coherence improved significantly,
especially when the permanent magnet was supported by nylon wires (figure 5.6). When the
electromagnets were turned on the coherence was also affected (figure 5.7), but improved again
when the voltage was increased (figure 5.8). These problems in the coherence are probably due
to the nonlinear effects of the magnetic forces although small. In general, the coherence showed
acceptable values. A similar behaviour was observed when titanium wires where used.
Moreover, there was the possibility of a rotational mode occurring on the suspended magnet
assembly, which can be easier to appreciate in the case of nylon wires. In this case a rapid
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change in the phase angle can be observed at approximately 46 Hz, coinciding with a sudden
drop in the coherence. Effectively the configuration of the supported magnets might lead to a
rocking mode being excited, as the tension in the wires may not be equal. This phenomenon
was much more prominent in the case of nylon wires, probably due to the lower stiffness, and
decreases as the stiffness of the system was increased.
Having discussed the non-linear issues, the estimation of the system properties was the next
step. The main objective here was to evaluate the physical properties and performance in
terms of the equivalent stiffness reduction and damping ratio. These parameters can be easily
obtained from the transmissibility plots presented previously. From the theory presented in
chapters 3 and 4, the high and low natural frequencies are related to the stiffness reduction
ratio by the following expression:
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The damping ratio was calculated by the half power bandwidth method [2] from the FRF
resonance peak as:
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It is important to note, however, that for lightly damped systems the resonance region of the
FRF is susceptible to errors in the estimation of the damping ratio due to frequency
resolution. For low damping, the resonance peak is very sharp, and the number of points is
very small. As a result, in this zone the peak value might be based in a single point on the FRF
[109]. This resolution problem was only observed in the situations when no electromagnets
attached, where the system has a very low damping. However, this case was included as a
reference for comparison and was not used for other tests. This problem was not present for
the system with the electromagnets attached. The results for the system properties
corresponding to the various situations are summarized in table 5.1.
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The effect of the magnetic force in changing the effective stiffness of the system is fairly
easily visible from the inspection of the transmissibility plots. The resonance peak was
effectively shifted when the electromagnets are switched on. Although the effect is small when
the titanium wires are used, there is still a stiffness change of 31.4% and 41.5% for applied
voltages of 12 V and 18 V respectively. However, since the nylon wires produce a softer
residual stiffness, the effective relative stiffness change using the electromagnets in this case
was considerable higher, being 48.4% and 55% for 12 V and 18 V respectively. Another point
of interest is the fact that the inclusion of the electromagnets causes the aforementioned
softening effect when turned off. The natural frequency is drastically reduced when the
electromagnets are attached, compared to the case with no electromagnets are present.

As expected, the system has a very low damping ratio. Thus one of the most important
requirements for the system, i.e. to be lightly damped, was achieved. Damping values ranging
from 0.007 to 0.04 for nylon wires and from 0.004 to 0.07 for titanium were found depending
upon the different configurations. By adding the electromagnets the effective damping ratio
increased. The damping ratio also increased when the electromagnets were operating. This
increase in the damping might be a result of the formation of Eddy currents due to the
conductive element moving through the magnetic field [111]. Another important thing to note
is that the effective damping ratio was higher for the titanium wires, most probably due to the
friction in the joints between the metallic frame and the wires. However, the damping in
general was small, consequently the rig is suitable for investigating the switching strategy.
The preferred situation, which can lead to better results for several stiffness strategies, was
when nylon wires support the permanent magnet, since the stiffness change was higher and
the inherent passive damping ratio was lower. Figure 5.13 presents the situation most suitable
for the experiments presented in the next chapter. This configuration is for the system
supported with nylon wires and the solid and dashed lines represent the off state and the on
state with 12 V supplied respectively. This situation was chosen due to the considerable
stiffness change with a reasonable voltage applied to avoid overheating.
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5.6. Conclusions.
An experimental rig designed to achieve a switchable stiffness element has been introduced in
this chapter. This experimental rig is based on electromagnetic forces used to obtain different
stiffness settings. The rig comprises a couple of disc shaped permanent magnets suspended
between two electromagnets. The stiffness variation is achieved by adjusting the voltage
supplied to the electromagnets. The behaviour of the system has been investigated by
performing static and dynamic tests and the linearity of the system has been evaluated. The
system behaves approximately linearly in the displacement range of interest, i.e. for small
displacements. Moreover, the parameters of the system have been estimated. For the
configurations studied a stiffness reduction of approximately 50% has been achieved, with
inherent low passive damping. The stiffness change can be made very quickly since it only
depends on turning on or off the electromagnets. The experimental rig has the requirements
for the validation of the theoretical strategies presented in previous chapters. The full
implementation of the switching stiffness control is performed and presented in chapter 6.
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Configuration

Nylon

Titanium

Natural

Damping

frequency

ratio

Hz

Stiffness
N/m

Stiffness
reduction
ratio

No electromagnets

0.007

17.37

898.0

Electromagnets off

0.034

12.75

483.3

12V

0.045

17.75

936.6

0.484

18V

0.039

19.00

1073

0.550

No electromagnets

0.004

16.12

772.5

Electromagnets off

0.064

17.62

922.9

12V

0.072

21.50

1374

0.314

18V

0.030

22.87

1556

0.415

Table 5.1. Properties of the switchable stiffness model for the different configurations
considered.
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Figure 5.1. Concept of magnetic levitation. Two magnets with the same poles facing will
produce a repulsive force Fm.
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Figure 5.2. (a) Diagram of the switchable stiffness experimental rig in the vertical position.
The permanent magnets (1, 2) are suspended between two electromagnets (3, 4) using four
wires (6, 7) that also join the magnet to the main frame (5). (b) Photograph of the actual rig.
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Figure 5.3. Schematic diagram of the setup used for the laboratory tests.

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 5.4. Example of frequency response function magnitude measured for two different
amplitudes of the excitation signal. The bold line represents the minimum input amplitude
range and the thin line represents the maximum input amplitude range. This particular
example corresponds to nylon wires in the off setting.
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Transmissibility (dB)
Phase angle (degrees)

Frequency (Hz)
(a)

Coherence

Frequency (Hz)
(b)

Frequency (Hz)
(c)
Figure 5.5. Transmissibility of the magnetic spring with no electromagnets attached and
supported by nylon wires. (a) Magnitude, (b) phase angle. (c) Coherence function.
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Frequency (Hz)
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Figure 5.6. Transmissibility of the magnetic spring with the electromagnets attached but
turned off. The permanent magnet is supported by nylon wires. (a) Magnitude, (b) phase
angle. (c) Coherence function.
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Figure 5.7. Transmissibility of the magnetic spring with the electromagnets powered with 12
V. The permanent magnet is supported by nylon wires. (a) Magnitude, (b) phase angle. (c)
Coherence function.
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Frequency (Hz)
(c)
Figure 5.8. Transmissibility of the magnetic spring with the electromagnets powered with 18
V. The permanent magnet is supported by nylon wires. (a) Magnitude, (b) phase angle. (c)
Coherence function.
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Figure 5.9. Transmissibility of the magnetic spring with no electromagnets attached and
supported by titanium wires. (a) Magnitude, (b) phase angle. (c) Coherence function.
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Figure 5.10. Transmissibility of the magnetic spring with the electromagnets attached but
turned off. The permanent magnet is supported by titanium wires. (a) Magnitude, (b) phase
angle. (c) Coherence function.
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Figure 5.11. Transmissibility of the magnetic spring with the electromagnets powered with 12
V. The permanent magnet is supported by titanium wires. (a) Magnitude, (b) phase angle. (c)
Coherence function.
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Figure 5.12. Transmissibility of the magnetic spring with the electromagnets powered with 18
V. The permanent magnet is supported by titanium wires. (a) Magnitude, (b) phase angle. (c)
Coherence function.
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Transmissibility (dB)

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 5.13. Transmissibility magnitude of the system supported by nylon wires. The solid
line gives the off state (low stiffness) and the dotted line represents the on state for 12 V (high
stiffness).
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Chapter 6.

Experimental validation of the switching
stiffness strategies.

6.1. Introduction.
The purpose of building a switchable stiffness device was to replicate and validate the
switching strategies presented theoretically in chapters 3 and 4. As presented previously the
stiffness control strategy comprises two parts, namely control during the shock, for which
reduction in the maximax response is intended, and residual control, which can suppress free
vibration after the shock pulse. In this chapter the experimental setup introduced in chapter 5
was applied. In the first section a brief description of the shock generation procedure and the
passive response of the experimental rig to shock pulses is given. This is followed by the
implementation of the stiffness control in real time and the subsequent comparison with the
passive system and the theoretical predictions.
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6.2. Generation of a shock pulse.
For the shock response simulations presented in chapters 2 and 3, several simple shaped
symmetrical pulses were used. These pulses are mathematically simple and convenient for
theoretical simulations, and they replicate with a high degree of accuracy the behaviour of real
shock pulses. In particular, a versed sine pulse was used in the later simulations involving
stiffness control during shock pulses. However, there are some issues related with the
generation of simple pulses using an electrodynamic shaker, like the one used in the
experimental tests.

The initial idea for the experimental tests was to generate a versed sine pulse using MATLAB
and export it as a waveform audio format (WAV) file. As a result, this file can be played
through a PC D/A converter and a power amplifier to finally drive the shaker. An example of a
pulse generated in this way is shown in figure 6.1. However, the shaker is not able to
reproduce an exact symmetric pulse, due to its physical characteristics. This is because the
shaker is effectively a mass-spring-damper system, which is being excited with the shock
pulse, and it exhibits residual vibration. This is the behaviour seen in the laboratory tests, as
shown in figure 6.2 which presents the shaker response as the dotted line to the ideal pulse
given in figure 6.1. The amplitude response in this case is the absolute acceleration !!! and is
presented in g. The horizontal axis represents absolute time in seconds. This is the recorded
time history using an accelerometer on the top of the shaker, i.e. at the base of the rig and is
the effective pulse that excites the model. The effective pulse duration is the interval between
the two first peaks of the recorded time history. It is important to remember that this time
history corresponds to the acceleration profile resulting from a versed sine displacement
pulse. The second derivative of a theoretical versed sine pulse of similar characteristics is
represented by the solid bold line in figure 6.2, in order to have a better understanding of the
behaviour of the shock pulse. The residual vibration always has the same natural frequency
(approximately 20 Hz), i.e. the frequency of the shaker plus the mass of the rig. One can
regard this kind of pulse as a decaying sinusoidal base input for theoretical comparison.
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Bearing the previous considerations in mind, it is important to analyze the effect of having an
excitation of this kind in the experimental tests. As the system is still excited after the
theoretical input pulse signal to the shaker has finished, in this section this situation is
investigated by performing several experimental tests and mathematical simulations.
6.2.1. Experimental measurement of SRS.
In order to understand the behaviour of the experimental rig under this particular kind of
shock, the corresponding shock response spectra (SRS) were obtained experimentally. The
method for calculating the SRS is to excite the system using pulses of different durations,
acquire the time responses and obtain the maximum response. The response is then
normalised considering the maximum amplitude of the pulse and it is plotted against the ratio
between the duration of the pulse and the natural period of the system. Several pulse
durations were used to give various values of ! T between 0.25 and 4 to cover the main areas
of the SRS. This experiment was performed for the high and low stiffness states
corresponding to the system supported by nylon wires. As the pulse can be regarded as a
decaying sinusoid, these experimental results are compared with the theoretical SRS calculated
for decaying sinusoidals, corresponding to the high and low stiffness states. This comparison
is shown in figure 6.3. The theoretical high and low stiffness SRS curves calculated in the
simulations are depicted by the solid and dotted lines respectively, whilst the experimental
SRS are marked in the figure as + and ! for high and low stiffness respectively. The
comparison shows that the behaviour of the system can be reproduced better using a decaying
sinusoidal for the simulations, since the experimental SRS approaches fairly well the
theoretical predictions. Another important point in this comparison is the fact that the SRS
demonstrates similar behaviour compared to that of simple symmetric pulses, i.e. it comprises
three regions, namely the isolation, the amplification and the quasi-static regions as shown in
figure 6.3. Additionally, it is important to note that the conclusions based on the versed sine
case still hold for this particular input. This means that a reduction in the stiffness of the
system will cause a decrease in the maximum response, which is the basis for the stiffness
control strategy during the shock input.
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6.2.2. Modified shock pulse.

Although the decaying sinusoidal could be used for the experimental tests, it is preferable to
have a pulse with as small a residual response as possible, so that it approaches a theoretical
versed sine. It has been shown in the previous section that the effect of reducing the stiffness
is similar to that when a simple symmetrical pulse is applied. However, in the case of
decaying sinusoidal it is not easy to determine when to recover the stiffness to its original
value, i.e. when the shock pulse has finished. One can consider the pulse duration as the time
the theoretical versed sine is applied, but in practice the actual shock input is still active after
this time. It might be possible as well to recover the stiffness at the second peak of the
decaying sinusoidal, or even when the shock vibrations have largely diminished. But this
method will need a considerable number of trial and error tests, which can be avoided if a more
suitable shock pulse is used.

Shin and Brennan [112] developed a method for suppressing residual vibrations using two
pulses of the same shape with different amplitudes and applied at different times. If the
amplitudes and times are properly chosen, the response of the second pulse will have exactly
the opposite phase of the response for the second pulse. Effectively, the vibrations of the
system could be cancelled.

This method can be applied to the generation of a single pulse using an electrodynamic shaker.
Considering a pulse of very short duration applied to the shaker it will oscillate freely at its
natural frequency. If another pulse of the same characteristics but different amplitude is
applied exactly at the half of the first cycle, then the response of the second pulse will cancel
the response of the first pulse. This idea is represented schematically in figure 6.4 considering
two impulses (delta functions) and the response of the system due to these impulses. From
[112] the amplitude of the second pulse needs to be scaled such that:

A
= e!" n t0
B
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(6.1)

where A is the amplitude of the first pulse, B the amplitude of the second pulse and t0 the time
when pulse B is applied, in this case half the natural period of the shaker free response.

Taking into account that the shaker includes the mass of the experimental model and it has a
natural frequency of approximately 20Hz giving a natural period of 0.05s, the duration of the
pulses was chosen to be 0.005s. It is possible to use shorter duration pulses, but as will be
seen later, this might cause higher modes of the frame structure of the model to be excited
since the frequency content of the short pulses is high. Considering equation (6.1) and
assuming that the system is linear, the amplitude of the second pulse was estimated to be 77%
of the amplitude of the first pulse (these actual values were used in the production of figure
6.4, but the figure is presented with normalised values as it is a numerical simulation). The
second pulse was applied at time 0.025s i.e. half the period of the system. The actual shaker
acceleration response is shown in figure 6.5 by the bold line along with the response resulting
from the single pulse only represented by the thin line. In this plot the two short impulses are
easily recognized. It can be seen that although there is some residual vibration, the residual
response is greatly minimized when the second pulse is applied, and the main base input
resulting from this procedure is closer to a single theoretical input. The effective duration of
this pulse is 0.025 seconds, which gives a period ratio of ! T = 0.443 considering the natural
frequency of the system supported by nylon wires in its high stiffness state (17.75Hz). An
issue with this method of pulse generation is the fact that the number of effective pulses is
limited, since its duration depends upon the properties of the shaker, namely its stiffness and
mass, which are fixed. However, an additional mass can be added in order to obtain different
pulse durations, but these pulses will have longer durations due to the lower natural
frequency. Two more pulses were generated for the later experimental validations adding mass
to the system. A pulse of duration 0.03 seconds ( ! T = 0.532 ) was produced adding 1
kilogram and another pulse of 0.035 seconds ( ! T = 0.621 ) was generated by adding 2
kilograms. Another issue concerning these pulses is that there is high frequency content in the
pulses generated in this way, probably due to some modes of the supporting frame being
excited by the short impulses.
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In order to estimate the benefits obtained from reducing the stiffness the response of the
actual rig for the high and low stiffness states were measured. The same shock excitation
described previously was used considering the shortest pulse i.e. ! T = 0.443 . Since the best
performance in terms of stiffness reduction was obtained for nylon wires, the following tests
were performed using this material. For this case the stiffness reduction is around 50%. The
absolute acceleration responses shown in figure 6.6 are given in g and the time is presented in
seconds. The fact that a low stiffness suspension causes the amplitude to decrease is easily
visible, presenting in this case an amplitude difference of about 53%, which is to be expected
in the implementation of the switching strategy for shock response.

6.3. Maximax response control strategy tests.
6.3.1. Set-up information.
As introduced in chapter 3, the objective of this strategy is to reduce the stiffness whilst a
shock is applied to the system. For the theoretical analysis a versed sine pulse was considered
and it was shown that it is feasible to obtain better isolation performance with this control
strategy. However, for the purposes of experimental simulation it was not possible to
reproduce an exact versed sine pulse. The pulse described in section 6.2.2 was used for the
experimental validations. This pulse approaches a versed sine pulse. It is important to recall
that the results shown here are acceleration responses and the shock pulses recorded need to
be directly compared with the acceleration profile of a versed sine pulse, as shown in figure
6.2.
An analogue circuit was made specifically in order to implement the stiffness switching for
shock control. This circuit uses the signal of the shock pulse acquired using an accelerometer
and finds the first two minima points of the signal. As shown in figure 6.5, the effective shock
pulse when the residual response is ignored can be located between the first two minima
points. What the circuit exactly does is to detect a rise in the signal after the first minima and
turn off the voltage supply, thus reducing the effective stiffness. After this event, the circuit
detects when the signal rises again at the second minima and recovers the power supply,
increasing the stiffness to its original value. More information about this circuit is given in
appendix F. The same setup and equipment used in chapter 5 was used for this part of the
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experiments (see figure 5.3). The acceleration responses were recorded using the Data Physics
analyzer. Additionally, the output voltage applied to the electromagnets was recorded. The
free vibration was measured with teardrop miniature PCB accelerometers with a sensitivity of
9.36 mV/g for the accelerometer placed on the suspended magnet, and 9.90 mV/g for the one
on the base. The gain used in the signal conditioner amplified the signal 100 times. This was
necessary because the control circuit needs input signals of amplitude no less than
approximately 2 V to perform the switching logic. It is important to note that the results
presented were acquired using a trigger in the analyzer considering a time delay of 0.05 s.
6.3.2. Results.
An example of the acceleration response of the switching stiffness model (using nylon wires)
is presented in figure 6.7. The shortest pulse (0.025s) was used for this test. For comparison,
the acceleration response of the passive system (high stiffness state) is given by figure 6.7(a).
Figure 6.7(b) gives the actual response of the switching strategy.

The shock pulse is

presented in figure 6.7(c) and figure 6.7(d) shows the voltage applied to the electromagnets.
The acceleration amplitudes are presented in g and the voltage is given in volts. The time axis
is represented in seconds.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 present a comparison considering two pulses of longer duration. Figure
6.8 presents results of the system when a mass of 1 kg was added resulting in a pulse of
0.032s, and figure 6.9 was produced with an extra 2 kg, which caused the pulse duration to
increase to 0.035s. The subplots are presented in the same order than in the previous case of
figure 6.7, i.e. passive response, switching response, shock pulse and voltage respectively.
6.3.3. Discussion
The behaviour of the switching strategy is clearly depicted by figures 6.7 6.8 and 6.9. The
voltage history presented in those figures is a direct indicator of the stiffness switching. The
system is initially in its on state, which means the stiffness is in its high value. The voltage
reduction to zero when the shock begins is easily visible. At this point the electromagnets are
completely turned off resulting in a lower stiffness value. At the end of the shock the voltage
returns to its initial value thus recovering the stiffness.
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There are some interesting points to discuss from the experimental results. Firstly, it can be
observed that the response amplitude of the suspended magnet rises in the first cycles, and
then after reaching the maximum the decay begins. This behaviour has been observed before
when the passive response of the system was studied. The reason can be attributed to beating
phenomena, as the natural frequency of the shaker considering the mass of the rig (20 Hz) is
very close to the natural frequency of the suspended magnet (17.75 Hz). It is known that when
a system is excited by a harmonic motion whose frequency is close to the natural frequency of
the system, this beating phenomenon occurs [2]. However, in this case a decaying sinusoidal
is affecting the system, rather than a sustained vibration, and the phenomenon disappears
quickly.
Another point worth noting is the small jump present in the response of the suspended magnet
when the stiffness is recovered. This small jump occurs after the point when the maximum
response is reached. It is attributed to the sudden voltage applied that transmits a small pulse
and causes the suspended magnet to experience this small but sudden motion. The same
behaviour has been observed when manually turning on the electromagnets as the magnet is
slightly but very quickly lifted from its original position. However, this jump is very small
causing only an amplitude increase of approximately 6% from the previous maximum.
Finally, the voltage records shows two overshoots when the voltage is removed and when it is
applied again. This corresponds to the inductive nature of the circuit, which tends to oppose
the changes in current, thus it causes transients when the voltage is applied or removed.
However, the most important part of the analysis is to study the shock isolation performance
of the system and compare it with the passive case. This comparison is made by taking the
passive model in its high stiffness state as a reference case, since this state is the original
configuration of the system.
The two following comparisons consider the shock response resulting from the shortest pulse
as discussed above (0.025s). The effect of the switching strategy for the longer pulses is
considered later.
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When compared to the passive response of the high stiffness setting, one can easily see a
considerable reduction in the response. Effectively, the response of a system with high
stiffness subjected to a short duration shock pulse is higher when compared to a system with
lower stiffness. In this case the effectiveness of reducing the stiffness only during the shock
response is readily visible. The reduction of the response is around 53% taking the maximum
response of the passive system during the shock for comparison. After the stiffness recovery,
the switching response is slightly greater than the passive response, but only for the second
cycle. However, this part of the response corresponds to the residual phase, and this strategy
alone is intended only to reduce the response during the shock. Nonetheless, it is important to
note at this point that, as expected, the vibration decay is very similar for both situations.
It is also of interest to investigate the effect of the switching strategy when longer pulses are
applied. As introduced in section 6.2.2 it was possible to generate two longer pulses by adding
up to 2 kg of extra mass to the rig. The response due to the first shock obtained with an
effective duration of 0.03 seconds resulting in a period ratio of ! T = 0.532 is shown in
figure 6.8. For this case there is still a benefit in using the switching strategy, as a reduction in
the response of about 46% is present. However, for the response to the second pulse of 0.035
seconds and ! T = 0.621 presented in figure 6.9 the situation is different. In this case the
reduction in the response is very small, being about 12% and the residual response after the
pulse is even amplified. This shows that the switching strategy is only advantageous for short
pulses, and as the pulse duration increases the response can be worst compared to the passive
system, as predicted by the theory in chapter 3.

Another point investigated was the relative and absolute displacement response behaviour. As
stated before, the main objective of this study is to evaluate the performance of this strategy
in terms of the acceleration response of the system. The acceleration response is significant in
the assessment of the transmitted forces and the estimation of the possible damage resulting
from a shock. However, the relative displacement is another important parameter related to
the space constraints of the isolation system. In the theoretical analysis in chapter 3 it was
observed that the use of the stiffness switching for shock control normally leads to negligible
benefit or no difference in relative response unless the shock duration is short compared to the
pulse. Otherwise it can cause a large increase in the relative response. Moreover, it is
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important to remember that the relative response is particularly important during the
application of the shock because after the pulse the relative response is equal to the absolute
residual response. For the experimental setup considered here, the pulse is short enough not to
increase the relative response and some benefits could still be obtained. The absolute and
relative displacements were obtained by numerical integration of the acceleration time series in
MATLAB. The discussion on displacement response is given only for the shortest pulse
when the results can be readily observed and the benefits are more evident. Figure 6.10
presents the relative displacement calculated from the experimental acceleration results. The
absolute displacement response ! for the switching system is presented in figure 6.10(a). For
comparison the absolute response of displacement ! for the passive system is given in figure
6.10(b). In this case, taking into account the maximum response during the shock, a decrease
of 40% in the absolute displacement response was observed by using the stiffness switching.

The absolute displacement responses presented in figures 6.10(a) and 6.10(b) are used to
calculate the relative displacement as ! rel = ! " # and the results are presented in figure
6.10(c) for the switching system and in figure 6.10(d) for the passive system. Comparing the
switching response with the passive response one can observe a very similar behaviour. As
expected, there is not great advantage for relative response, but there is also no detriment in
the isolation performance. For this case, a decrease of 14% in the relative response was found
during the impulse input.

A summary of the performance benefits and a comparison with the theoretical predictions
given by chapter 3 is presented in table 6.1 for acceleration results, and table 6.2. for
displacement response. The theoretical results were obtained according the methods presented
in chapter 3 related to the simple model with no secondary mass. Table 6.1 shows the
comparison between the theoretical absolute acceleration reduction expected for the three
pulses considered and the actual values of reduction in the response obtained in the
experimental tests. This is presented accordingly to the maximum absolute response during
the shock. Table 6.2. gives the theoretical and experimental response reductions in absolute
and relative displacement only for the first pulse considered. The results obtained
experimentally show a reasonable degree of agreement with the theoretical results. A possible
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reason of discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results is the difference between
the simple pulses considered in the simulations, and the more complex pulse used for the
experimental validations.

6.4. Decay and switching logic tests
6.4.1. Set-up information

It was intended to use the switchable stiffness element for experimental validation of both the
shock response reduction and the residual response suppression. Now that the behaviour of
the system had been described and its properties identified, the next stage was to correlate the
theoretical predictions with experimental results.

A circuit was built for the validation of the switching strategy used for the residual vibration
suppression. As described in chapter 4, the control law for this strategy can be written as:

"k
kv = $
(k & 'k

xx! ! 0 #
%
xx! < 0 )

(6.2)

The control logic involves two parameters, namely the absolute displacement and absolute
velocity. As the system is small and lightweight it is necessary to use small transducers that
will not add extra significant mass to the system. Consequently, using small accelerometers
one can obtain the system response and then integrate the signal once to get velocity and
twice to get displacement. This can add noise to the signal.
In order to avoid the use of a double integrator, it was possible to use a single acceleration
signal to perform the control law. Considering that the control logic searches the phase of two
signals to find the points of maximum and zero displacement, it also can be expressed as:
$k
kv = %
& k " #k
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By using the acceleration and velocity of the isolated mass, it was possible to perform just a
single integration, thus reducing the possibility of additional noise in the signals. The circuit
was built following this consideration. In fact, only one acceleration signal was used, since it is
split into two and one signal was integrated whilst the other not. The circuit also has a
multiplier and then the multiplied signal passes through a comparator that performed the
control law, sending a voltage to the electromagnets if the product was less than zero, or
switching them off otherwise. However, the maximum permissible voltage in the circuit was
12 V. As a result, it was not possible to use the maximum stiffness change obtained in the
previous experiments, but it was expected that the effect of the control law could be
demonstrated using 12 V, which gives a 48.4% and 31.4% stiffness change for nylon and
titanium wires respectively. It is also important to mention that it was necessary to amplify
the signal acquired from the accelerometer using a signal conditioner. Otherwise the signal level
would be too small for the circuit to perform the control logic. Details of the circuit and the
set-up used can be found in appendix F. Moreover, in this chapter only the results for the
system with nylon wires are presented since the performance was greater than with titanium.
Although similar behaviour was observed, the system supported by nylon wires was
considered to be adequate to demonstrate the effect of the stiffness change.

6.4.2. Results.

The system was subjected to a very short pulse compared to the natural period of the system
( ! T =0.01) in order to approach an impulse excitation. The same set-up for data acquisition
used in the shock testing was considered again here, i.e. the same accelerometers and signal
conditioning unit. The following results are given for absolute acceleration response of the
suspended magnets in g and the time is presented in seconds.

The responses for the switching strategy are shown in figure 6.11. These plots include the
acceleration response, as well as the voltage applied to the electromagnets. Figure 6.11(a)
depicts the free vibration acceleration response of the passive system in the high stiffness
state, which is taken as a basis for comparison. The switching response is presented in figure
6.11(b) and the voltage applied to the electromagnets is given in figure 6.11(c).
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6.4.3. Discussion.

The absolute acceleration and voltage plots shown in figures 6.11 reveal the behaviour of the
switching strategy. It can be seen that the switching events occur at the points required by the
theoretical control law. The plot of voltage confirms this, which is an indicator of the stiffness
state in the system. The voltage supply is turned off at the point of absolute maximum
response, i.e. the stiffness is reduced. Afterwards, the voltage is supplied again when the
response is passing through the equilibrium position i.e. the stiffness is recovered to its high
value. The characteristic waveform of the applied voltage closely resembles a rectangular train
of pulses, as the on-off switching logic requires. However, there were some sharp peaks
present probably due to the inductive nature of the electromagnets. Another interesting point
is the number of switching events present during the system decay. For instance, there were
only four cycles of stiffness change. This phenomenon corresponds to the fact that the circuit
requires the input signals to have a certain minimum voltage level to perform the control,
which was approximately 0.7 V. When the input voltage was lower, the switching stopped.
Even using the signal conditioner with the maximum gain, it was not possible to sustain the
control for a longer time.

A comparison between the decay responses of the system for the fixed high stiffness state is
possible with the aid of figure 6.11. The switching response should be compared with the high
stiffness value since it is the original state of the system. When compared to the passive case,
the system performance in terms of faster vibration decay is far superior when the switching
logic was applied. Although the control acts only for the first two vibration cycles, this was
enough to suppress the vibrations more rapidly.

In order to evaluate the performance of the system it is necessary to compare the previous
experimental results with theoretical predictions. The main performance indicator for the onoff switching logic is the equivalent damping ratio, which can be derived from the stiffness
reduction factor. For an undamped system under the switching strategy the logarithmic
decrement can be expressed as:
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This can be used to calculate the theoretical equivalent damping ratio !eq from equation
(4.13). However, in this case the passive system has initially some amount of damping !initial.
Assuming that this amount of damping is viscous, the total equivalent damping ratio ! t can
be expressed as ! t = ! initial + ! eq when the initial amount of damping !eq is approximately less
than 0.3, as described in chapter 4 (refer to figure 4.13). Bearing this in mind, the theoretical
equivalent damping can be obtained for the experimental rig, considering the actual physical
properties of the rig given in table 5.2. Moreover, an equivalent damping can be calculated
from the experimental decay measurements and compared with the expected theoretical value.
This experimentally obtained viscous damping ratio was obtained calculating the logarithmic
decrement of the switching system from the amplitude of the peaks and then calculating the
damping ratio using equation (4.13). However, this calculation was made considering the
absolute displacement response of the system, obtained by numerical integration of the
acceleration results in MATLAB. For reference, the displacement response is depicted in
figure 6.12(a) for the switching system and figure 6.12(b) for the passive system. This plot
further shows the advantage and more rapid vibration decay of the switching strategy, and it is
used to estimate the viscous damping ratio. The results of damping ratio are shown in table
6.2 compared with the theoretical predictions.
There is reasonable correlation between the predicted damping ratio and the experimental
damping for the nylon suspension. This comparison can be easier to understand by examining
figure 6.13, which presents the responses for the theoretical model and the experimental
setup. For the simulation, shown in thin line, the physical parameters of the rig have been
considered, and also the same initial conditions. It is important to mention that the actual
excitation is not exactly a short pulse, but a decaying sinusoidal due to the dynamics of the
electrodynamic actuator (shaker). When compared to the experimental response (bold line)
there is a good agreement between theory and practice. It is important to observe and
recognize the presence of the acceleration peaks discussed previously in chapter 4, which are
a result of the sudden stiffness changes.
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6.5. Energy dissipation in the experimental design.
In chapter 4 several theoretical assumptions were made in order to explain the energy
dissipation of the switchable stiffness models. However, in the experimental design the lost
energy seen in the results has to be dissipated in some way. The reason attributed to be the
cause of the energy dissipation mechanism is the inductive nature of the design used since the
setup is basically a resistor-inductor (RL) circuit. The main components of the model are the
electromagnets, which are essentially inductors. An inductor is an electrical element that
opposes the changes in current, as a capacitor opposes the changes in voltage. It can be shown
that an inductor has the capacity of storing energy. This stored energy is necessary to build up
a current in the inductance. This energy is given by [111]:

E=

1 2
LI
2

(6.5)

where L is the inductance, E the energy and I the current. If the voltage source is removed
suddenly the inductance tries to maintain a constant current thus releasing its stored energy,
which is then dissipated by the resistive element. The sudden application or removal of the
voltage will cause a momentary changing response. This phenomenon is called a transient.
When the voltage is suddenly removed the energy stored is released in the form of a current
that decays exponentially. This can be represented schematically by the RL circuit shown in
figure 6.14 that represents the fundaments of the switching system. When the circuit is open
the current decreases exponentially thus generating a transient. The exponential decays
present in figure 6.11 (c) indicate the current decay since the current is related to the voltage
as:

i (t ) = I 0 e
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"

=

V !t "
e
R

(6.6)

where ! is known as the time constant, in this case representing the time it takes to the
current to fall to the value 1 e of the initial value I 0 . This is shown schematically in figure
6.15, which shows a schematically drawn zoom of the voltage time history.
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A way of examining the energy in the system is to study at the peak voltages. If the system is
conservative the energy at the moment when voltage is applied (stiffness recovery) should be
the same compared with the energy at the moment of voltage removal (stiffness reduction).
This means no energy is dissipated. However, it has been shown that this system effectively
dissipates energy. From figure 6.16 the voltage at the point of stiffness recovery (A) is higher
than the voltage at the point of stiffness reduction (B). In a DC circuit the current is directly
proportional to the voltage, thus the energy levels are also different. This means that a certain
amount of energy is added to the electromagnetic system each time the voltage is connected
to the electromagnets. This energy must come from the mechanical system, and it has to be
equal to the amount of energy lost due to the stiffness reduction. Considering the previous
assumptions, the electromagnetic energy added can be expressed as:

Eadded =

1 2 1 2
LI A ! LI B
2
2

(6.7)

This energy addition occurs twice each cycle of the mechanical system. Assuming this is
equal to the mechanical energy lost per cycle one can write:

(
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This can be numerically validated using the experimental results obtained. All the parameters
involved can be calculated or measured. The voltage in the circuit is known and equal to 12 V
in each electromagnet since they are arranged in parallel. The measured resistance from the
electromagnets is 37.3 ! and 38 ! for the bottom and top electromagnets respectively.
These resistances give an effective resistance of 18.82 ! as the electromagnets are in
parallel. Additionally, the inductance from the electromagnets was also measured, giving
values of 5.18 mH and 5.05 mH, which result in an equivalent inductance of 2.55 mH. The
instantaneous peak current at the point of stiffness recovery (A) calculated considering the
effective resistance and the voltage at that point as I =

V
Reffective

is 0.62 A and the current at the

stiffness reduction point (B) is 0.47 A. Taking the left hand side of equation (6.8) the
electromagnetic energy is 0.417 mJ. The mechanical energy dissipated can be calculated
using the peak displacement values and the stiffness of the system. From the experimental
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data, two averaged sample displacement values from consecutive peaks are ! n "1 = 1.36mm
and ! n "1 = 0.82mm and the stiffness of the system being 936 N/m the energy in this cycle is
0.415 mJ which is in very good agreement with the energy added to the electromagnetic
system.

6.6. Full implementation of the switching strategies.
The final experimental objective for this project is to combine both switching stiffness
strategies. This means that the stiffness control during the shock is performed, and after the
shock has finished the switching stiffness for residual vibration is activated. The combination
of these strategies should further demonstrate the feasibility of the control, and the
performance advantages found in the separate implementation of the strategy. Moreover, it
will show the behaviour of the system in a complete shock scenario which comprises both
maximum response during the application and the residual response left after the shock
finishes. Thus the final objective is to minimize the response and at the same time mitigate
residual vibrations quickly.
In order to achieve this objective, the circuits explained previously for the different stiffness
strategies needed to be modified. This modification is basically a link between the two
separate logics. As a result, the shock control part of the logic, which uses an acceleration
signal from the base, is responsible for triggering the second switching logic for the residual
part once the pulse has finished. At this point, the control signal is the response of the magnet
used to implement the switching as before. Detailed information can be found in appendix F.
Figure 6.16 shows the result of the complete implementation, in this case only the shortest
pulse (0.25s) was considered for the experiment. The subplots presented are as follow (a)
passive response, (b) switching response, (c) shock pulse and (d) voltage applied to the
electromagnets. The voltage history shows that after the shock has finished the stiffness
remains in its low value, because the shock ends around the point of maximum acceleration,
thus the residual switching logic indicates at this point a stiffness reduction. After this stage,
the residual switching continues reducing and recovering the stiffness at the required points,
until the amplitude of the control signal is too low and the switching ends. It is important to
mention that after the signal becomes so low for the switching circuit, it stops performing the
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switching at the required times and the switching becomes erratic. However, at this point the
amplitude of the suspended magnet has become very small, and the switching might be
stopped to avoid further problems. Moreover, it is also of interest to note that the spikes at the
points of stiffness reduction are still present, as observed when the stiffness switching for
residual response was implemented alone. During the shock pulse, the response is almost the
same as the case studied in section 6.3 for the control of stiffness during the shock only. After
the shock has finished, it is when the advantages are observed, in this case the residual
vibration is clearly more rapidly reduced. As the stiffness reduction factor is the same
(approximately 50% of stiffness reduction) the estimated equivalent viscous damping ratio is
0.133, very similar to the damping ratio of 0.134 obtained when the residual vibration strategy
was implemented alone. This figure clearly depicts the enhanced shock isolation performance
of the switching system over the system with no control, for both maximax and residual
response.

6.7. Conclusions.
The switchable stiffness experimental rig has been used to validate the theoretical methods for
shock isolation and residual vibration isolation. The first stage involved the validation of the
stiffness control during the shock. For this part the generation of a suitable shock input was
analyzed and as a result a shock pulse with very low residual amplitude was generated using
two separated short impulses out of phase. The shock response of the passive system was
obtained, and later compared with the switching model. It was shown that reducing the
stiffness during the shock is effective in reducing the response of the system and good
correlation with the theoretical findings was obtained.
The second part involved the stiffness switching for residual vibration suppression. In this
case the free vibration response of the system was considered and the switching control was
implemented using an analogue circuit. Good improvement in the energy dissipation
properties of the system were found, thus suppressing residual vibrations more quickly than in
the passive system. There was good agreement between theory and practice for this situation.
Additionally, the energy dissipation mechanism in the experimental model was attributed to
the inductive elements that show an energy increase during the stiffness recovery.
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Finally, both stiffness control during the shock and residual vibration control were
implemented together in the same circuit. This combination led to a better performance in
both the shock response reduction and a rapid suppression of residual vibration compared to
the original passive system.
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Period ratio ! T

Predicted reduction
in the response

Experimental
reduction in the
response

0.44

61%

53%

0.53

25%

46%

0.62

17%

12%

Table 6.1. Comparison between the theoretically predicted acceleration response reduction
using the shock stiffness control and the experimental results, for the particular shock pulses
used in the tests.

Reduction in
the response

Predicted

Experimental

reduction in the reduction in the
response

response

Relative

23%

14%

Absolute

30%

40%

Table 6.2. Reduction of the absolute and relative displacement response for the system with
stiffness switching during the shock in terms of percentage. The results are for the shortest
pulse. i.e. ! T = 0.44.
Suspension

Theoretically calculated

Experimentally

configuration

damping ratio

measured damping ratio

Nylon

0.150

0.134

Table 6.3. Comparative results of the theoretical total damping ratio under the switching
strategy, and the experimental results for the system supported by nylon wires.
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Voltage

Figure 6.1. Ideal versed sine pulse generated as a WAV file using MATLAB. This particular
pulse was generated to give ! T = 0.25 .
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Figure 6.2. Acceleration response (g) measured on top of the shaker showing the decaying
sinusoidal nature of the shock response of the shaker (dotted). The solid curve represents the
expected theoretical acceleration pulse. The vertical acceleration axis is given in g and the
time in seconds.
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Figure 6.3. Shock response spectra obtained experimentally and theoretically for a decaying
sinusoidal for both low and high stiffness states. Nylon wires used. The solid and the dotted
line depict the theoretical high and low stiffness results respectively. The experimental results
are represented by the markers ! for high stiffness and ! for low stiffness.
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Figure 6.4. Suppression of residual vibration using two impulses A and B. The second impulse
is applied at t = 0.5T in order to cancel the response of the first impulse.
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Figure 6.5. Effective shaker acceleration resulting from two impulses sent to the shaker (bold
line). The second impulse is applied at t = 0.5T = .025s to gain residual vibration
suppression. The dotted line represents the response when only the first impulse is applied.
The vertical axis is given in g and the time in seconds.
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Figure 6.6. Passive shock response of the experimental rig. (a) Shock pulse, (b) low stiffness
response and (c) high stiffness response. The vertical axis is given in g and the time in
seconds.
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Figure 6.7. Stiffness switching strategy for shock response. (a) Passive response, (b)
switching response, (c) shock pulse and (d) voltage applied to the electromagnets.
Acceleration is given in g, voltage in volts and time in seconds.
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Figure 6.8. Stiffness switching strategy for shock response considering a longer pulse
obtained adding a mass of 1 kg to the rig, resulting in a pulse of duration 0.03s. (a) Passive
response, (b) switching response, (c) shock pulse and (d) voltage applied to the
electromagnets. Acceleration is given in g, voltage in volts and time in seconds.
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Figure 6.9. Stiffness switching strategy for shock response considering a longer pulse
obtained adding a mass of 2 kg to the rig, resulting in a pulse of duration 0.035s. (a) Passive
response, (b) switching response, (c) shock pulse and (d) voltage applied to the
electromagnets. Acceleration is given in g, voltage in volts and time in seconds.
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Figure 6.10. Displacement response for the model with stiffness control during shock (a)
absolute displacement for switching system, (b) absolute displacement for passive system. (c)
relative displacement for switching system and (d) relative displacement for passive system.
The vertical axis is given in metres and the horizontal axis in seconds.
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Figure 6.11. Switching stiffness response for residual vibration suppression applied to nylon
wires suspension. (a) Passive response, (b) switching response and (c) voltage. Acceleration is
given in g´s, voltage in volts and time in seconds.
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Figure 6.12. Absolute displacement free response for the experimental rig. (a) switching
strategy applied. (b) passive response. The vertical axis is given in metres and the horizontal
axis in seconds.
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Figure 6.13. Comparison between the experimental response of the switching strategy for
residual vibrations (bold line) and a simulation considering the parameters of the actual model
(thin line). Acceleration is given in g, and time in seconds.
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Figure 6.14. RL circuit representing the switchable stiffness system based in electromagnets.
The switch moves from A to B to disconnect the electromagnets thus generating a transient as
the current decays exponentially.
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A
Figure 6.15. Schematical representation of the voltage variation of the electromagnetic
system. The points shown are A for the stiffness recovery and B for the stiffness reduction.
The instantaneous current for points A and B is calculated as I =
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Figure 6.16. Response of the switchable stiffness model to both stiffness control during the
shock, and control for residual vibration. (a) Passive response, (b) switching response, (c)
shock pulse, and (d) voltage. Acceleration is given in g, voltage in volts and time in seconds.
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Chapter 7.

Conclusions and recommendations for further
work

The investigation of novel semi-active and adaptive methods for shock isolation and residual
vibration control using switchable stiffness have been presented in this thesis. This chapter
gives overall conclusions of the study and presents recommendations for future work.

7.1. General conclusions.
Shock is a source of vibration, which is very important to study because of its highly
detrimental effects. Normally high accelerations and deformations are involved, thus the need
to design and select proper isolators for those systems subjected to shock. Typically passive
isolators based on elastic elements have been used as shock isolators, along with a dissipative
elements, and/or viscoelastic elements. The modelling of those isolators is normally based on
single degree-of-freedom models subjected to transient excitation in the form of symmetric
pulses. This analysis is normally made in the time domain, where the Shock Response Spectra
(SRS) plays an important role. These isolation systems have proven their reliability and
relative good performance over the years. However, there are some disadvantages involved.
For instance, passive isolators have fixed properties and are normally designed for a particular
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kind of shock whereas a different excitation could reduce the isolator performance.
Normally, if a high isolation performance is needed for a given shock excitation, the supports
need to be soft, i.e. to have a low stiffness. However, this increases the relative displacement,
thus it can be an issue when space is limited.
This thesis presented a theoretical analysis on alternative methods of shock isolation
considering the use of semi-active and adaptive control strategies. In particularly, the use of
switchable stiffness was analyzed. The problem was divided in two stages, namely the control
of the maximum response during a shock, and the later suppression of residual vibration.
For control of the response during the shock, a particular stiffness switching strategy was
proposed. This control scheme is based on the shock input, and it reduces the stiffness during
the application of the shock. The analysis of the strategy was performed firstly on a single
degree-of-freedom model with an elastic element called the secondary spring capable of
disconnection or connection from the main supported mass in order to reduce the effective
stiffness. Secondly, a compound system was considered in which the secondary element
comprises another mass-spring model. This secondary element is also switchable as in the
simple model. The analysis of these models was made using a versed sine base displacement
excitation, and the different response parameters such as absolute displacement, relative
displacement and absolute acceleration were studied. The performance of the passive single
degree-of-freedom model was considered as a performance benchmark. It was found that
reducing the stiffness during the application of the shock increases the isolation performance.
The percentage of stiffness reduction is a direct indicator of the reduction in the response,
where higher stiffness reduction will lead to better isolation performances. This performance
gain was reflected more in the absolute displacement and acceleration responses, while the
relative displacement experienced smaller benefits. However, it was also found that this
strategy works better for pulses of short duration in comparison with the natural period of the
system. For longer pulses, especially those approaching the quasistatic area of the Shock
Response Spectra the response can be amplified. Similar behaviour was observed for both the
simple and the compound model. Additionally, the effect of damping was introduced,
showing that it increases further the isolation, but the effect is small. It is also important to
note the effect of the delay in the stiffness switching, which can affect the isolation
performance if it is very high. However, small delays will cause no visible effect.
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The second part of the strategy was related to the rapid suppression of the residual vibrations
that occur after the shock has passed. For this objective a different switching stiffness strategy
was used. The strategy used in this case was semi-active, because the stiffness is switched
every quarter of cycle. This control method is intended primarily to provide high energy
dissipation in lightly damped systems. The investigation mainly focused on the energy
dissipation mechanism and its quantification. As in the previous stage, two models were
considered, i.e. a simple undamped single degree-of-freedom with a switchable stiffness
element, and a compound model with a secondary mass-spring system. The former model
represents the basic behaviour of the switching strategy using massless elastic elements,
where the secondary elastic element carries and dissipates some energy while it is
disconnected due to the addition of an infinitesimal amount of damping. The latter impacting
model was conceived as a further explanation of the energy dissipation mechanism. In this
case, the secondary mass and the primary mass experience an inelastic impact that is
responsible for the energy lost in the system. The effect of damping was also incorporated
later into the analysis of both models, showing that the strategy is not suitable for highly
damped systems, where no benefits are found. Otherwise, the use of this strategy gives
enhanced energy dissipation thus suppressing residual vibrations rapidly without the
implementation of another passive means of damping, which can be helpful in systems where
the addition of damping is difficult for design reasons, for instance.
The theoretical studies have been experimentally validated with a specifically designed rig.
The experimental model uses electromagnetic forces in order to obtain a switchable stiffness
force. This model has been designed having in mind the principal assumptions considered in
theory, i.e. a system which is capable of obtaining high stiffness changes, at least in a factor
of two, but is also capable of doing this change very quickly. Additionally, the system should
be lightly damped. The laboratory tests on the rig confirmed these properties.
Validation of both theoretical strategies using the experimental rig gave good results. For the
first stage, a shock motion was generated using an electrodynamic shaker used to excite the
system. The switching response obtained using a control circuit was recorded and compared
with the passive response of the system. Significant improvements in the isolation
performances were found, giving a good agreement with the theoretical predictions. Another
circuit was used to implement the residual vibration control, in this case with the system in
free vibration an certain impulse. The effective damping ratio of the experimental system was
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very similar to the predicted value considering the mechanical properties of the system.
Moreover, it was also easy to appreciate how the vibrations were suppressed more rapidly in
the switching system compared to the passive case. Finally, both strategies were implemented
together, thus demonstrating the feasibility and advantages of the complete control scheme.
Overall, this thesis has presented a novel theoretical method for shock isolation using semiactive control strategies, showing its potential use and advantages over classical passive
approaches especially for lightly damped systems. Moreover, the feasibility and validity of
the theoretical methods have been tested experimentally with a very good correlation between
theory and practice.

7.2. Recommendations for further work.
This thesis has given a further insight into the use and application of switchable stiffness for
shock excitation. However, there are some aspects found during the investigation that might
be worthy of further study as mentioned below.
•

The analysis in this thesis has been restricted to single degree-of-freedom systems. A
possibility for further study is the use of multi degree-of-freedom models where the
energy dissipation could be transferred to higher modes of vibration.

•

In the simulation of shock response for the switchable stiffness model only a
symmetric versed sine pulse was considered. Although this kind of pulse is widely
used in shock analysis, it will be an interesting area to investigate the behaviour of this
strategy for more complex shock situations, such as non-symmetric pulses, or other
pulses approaching situations like explosions, waves, or earthquakes.

•

The effect of delay in the residual response switching strategy was briefly analysed in
the thesis, stating that it can cause potential instabilities in the system. However, this a
topic which can be further extended in order to have a better understanding of the
model.
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•

The study in this thesis has been limited to transient non periodic excitation. It would
be interesting to investigate the effect and behaviour of this or a similar switchable
stiffness strategy for other different type of excitations such as harmonic or random
sources of vibration. This proposed analysis could be carried out both theoretically
and experimentally.
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Appendix A

Solution of the equations of motion using
Laplace transformations.

a) Constant slope step.
The equation of motion is given by:
..

v
+ v = ! (t )
"n2

(A1)

where:
# t
&! c
! (t ) = ' "
&! c
)

[0 % t % " ]$&
[" % t ]

Taking the Laplace transformation of equation (A1):
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Considering that the system is initially at rest and rearranging equation (A3):

V (s) =

! n2" (s)
s 2 + ! n2

(A4)

The solution of the equation of motion is given by the inverse transformation of equation
(A4). From [2], the transformation ! (s ) for this particular case is given by:

" (s ) =

" c 1 # e s!
! s2

(A5)

As a result, and after an algebraic manipulation of equations (a4) and (a5), the solution is
given by:
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Using Laplace transform pairs from [2], the response is given by:

v(t ) =

#c
[" n t $ sin (" n t )$ (" n (t $ ! )$ sin " n (t $ ! ))]
" n!

(A7)

Using sin (A + B )! sin (A ! B ) = 2 cos A sin B to simplify equation (A7) one can write:
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From the part when t ! " , the maximax response vm is given by the following expression,
since it is a constant amplitude value:
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Finally, considering that " n =

(A9)

2!
and rearranging equation (A9):
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Equation (A10) gives the normalized maximax response as a function of the period ratio

!
.
T

b) Rectangular pulse.
This is the case of a symmetrical pulse. The forcing function is given by:
$!
! (t ) = & c
(0

0 # t #" %
'
" # t)

(A11)

The Laplace transform of the forcing function is given by [2]:

1 # e s!
" (s ) = " c
s

(A12)

From the previous analysis one can take directly equation (A4) and combine with equation
(A12) in order to obtain the solution. The solution is given by:
#
1
e ' s)
v(t ) = " c ! L $ 2 2
' 2 2
2
2 !
s s + (n "
% s s + (n
2
n

-1 &

(

)
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(A13)

The inverse transform of equation (A13) is:
v(t ) = # c [1 $ cos(" n t )$ (1 $ cos " n (t $ ! ))]

(A14)

Using cos(A ! B )! cos(A + B ) = 2 sin A sin B , one can rewrite equation (a14) as follows:

2!c $%1 " cos (# nt ) &'
4
v(t) = 3 $
* # n) * ) -&
4!c 0 2 sin ,+
/. sin # n ,+ t " /. 1
2
2 '
5 %

0 (t ()6
4
7
) (t4
8

(A15)

The amplitude term during the residual response vr can be written in terms of the natural
period and one can write an expression for the residual response as:
vr &
, -. )#
= $2 sin * '!
/c %
+ T ("

(A16)

By differentiating this term with respect to ! / T and equating it to zero, the value obtained of

!
= 0.5 is substituted into equation (A16) in order to obtain the maximax response, given by:
T
vm
=2
!c

(A17)

This is valid for " / T ! 1 / 2 . For lower values, the maximum residual response is equal to the
maximax response.

c) Half sine pulse.
The forcing function is given by:
$
% !t &
*" c sin ( )
" (t ) = +# ,
*0
.
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The Laplace transform of the forcing function is [2]:
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(A19)

From equation (A4) and (A19), after an algebraic manipulation one can write:
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Using Laplace transforms pairs given by [2], the solution of the equation can be expressed as
follows:
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/
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Simplification of equation (A21) leads to:
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Appendix B

Proof of zero residual response for
symmetrical pulses applied to undamped
systems.

In the case of symmetrical pulses acting on the mass spring system, for certain values
of the ratio ! / T there is no residual response (see figure 2.4). It means that the
system returns to rest immediately when the pulse has finished. The reason for this is
the fact that the total work done by the forcing function on the system is equal to zero
for the corresponding value of ! / T . The work done during the shock period can be
defined as:

x final

!

0

0

! " (t )dx = ! " (t )dt dt

a) Rectangular pulse.
The forcing function is given by:
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dx

(B1)

!!
! (t ) = # c

0 # t #" "
$
" # t&

%0

(B2)

The response during the impulse is:

x(t ) = !c ')1 % cos ($nt ) (*

(B3)

The velocity is obtained by differentiating equation (B3) as follows:

dx
= $n!c sin ($nt )
dt

(B4)

Equations (B2) and (B4) are substituted in equation (B1) to obtain the following
expression:

$!

2
n c

"

+ sin ($ t ) dt
n

(B5)

0

After evaluating the integral one can write the expression for the total work done by
the force.

'

, 2&" - (
/ % 11
2 T 3 *

!c2 0cos .
)

(B6)

From figure 2.5 one can see that residual response is zero when " / T = 1, 2,3... and also
by evaluating these values in equation (b6) it is readily seen that the total work done is
zero.

b) Half sine pulse.
In this case the forcing function can be written as follows:
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The displacement of the mass and its corresponding velocity during the disturbance
period are given by:

x=

" " !t # T
" 2! t # #
sin
%
sin
$' T %( %
1 % T 2 4# 2 $' $' # %( 2#
(

"c

4" !# "
" !t #
" 2! t # #
dx
= 2 c 2 $ cos $ % % cos $
dt 4# % T '
'# (
' T %( %(

(B8)

(B9)

Substituting equation (B9) and (B7) in the integral given by equation (B1):

4"c!# #
" !t #"
" !t #
" 2! t # #
sin $ % $ cos $ % % cos $
% %dt
2
2 +
4# % T 0 ' # ( '
'# (
' T ((

(B10)

The expression for the total work is obtained after performing the previous integral
and one can obtain the next expression:
, 2"
"
"
" 2!# # #
" 2!# # #
" 2!# # # + 1% # 2 $ cos $
+ 1% # $ cos $
.# $ cos $
%
%
% + 1% /
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' T ( (
' T ( (/
'
'
!!!!!!!! 2
%
%
/
4# % T 2 .
! (T + 2# )
! (T % 2# )
!
.
/
0
1

(B11)

From figure 2.4 corresponding to the half sine pulse the residual response is zero
for # / T = 1.5, 2.5, 3.5... . Evaluating equation (B11) at any of these values the total
work done by the force is equal to zero.
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Appendix C

Shock Response Spectra for rectangular and
versed sine pulses.
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Figure C1. Shock response spectra for a viscously damped SDOF model, for a rectangular pulse
excitation. (!!! = 0! "··! = 0.2 ;!!"!!! = 0.4;!!"·!!! = 0.6;!! ! ! = 0.8;!!"" !!! = 1)
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Figure C1. Shock response spectra for a viscously damped SDOF model, for a half sine pulse
excitation. (!!! = 0! "··! = 0.2 ;!!"!!! = 0.4;!!"·!!! = 0.6;!! ! ! = 0.8;!!"" !!! = 1)
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Appendix D.

Effect of delay in the switching stiffness strategy
for residual vibration.

It can be shown that the switching strategy used for suppressing residual vibrations is stable
[97]. This proof is further discussed in this appendix.
Using Lyapunov’s direct method [110], one can construct an energy-like function of the
system and examining its derivatives the condition of stability can be evaluated. An energy
function for the switching stiffness model can be written in terms of the total energy of the
system, where the energy is considered after the disconnection of the secondary spring, as
follows:
V=

1 2 1
m!! + ( k " #k )! 2
2
2

(E1)

The first time derivative of equation (E1) can be written as:
!!! + k!!
! " #k!!
!
V! = m!!

(E2)

This can be further simplified using equation of motion (4.1) and rewritten as
!
V! = "#k!!
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(E3)

Following reference [109], as V is a positive definite function, and V! is negative semidefinite,
it can be said that the system is asymptotically stable. However, it is interesting to note the
behaviour of the system when the control law is inverted as:
!k
kv = #
%k # $k

!!! " 0 "
$
!!! > 0 &

(E4)

In this case, the energy function of the system is expressed as:
V=

1 2 1
m!! + ( k + $k )! 2
2
2

(E5)

and the derivative is given by:
!
V! = $k!!

(E6)

The derivative is a positive function, as a result the system is unstable. This also can be
observed in equation (E5) as its second term means that energy is added to the system instead
of being dissipated. In fact, at the stiffness reduction points the system is going from a low
energy state, to a higher energy state. In a real system this energy, which causes instabilities,
must come from a certain source. Figure (E1) shows the response of the actual system using
the inverted control law given by equation (E4). In this case the amplitude of the system is
bounded. However, the vibration of the system is sustained and while the voltage is supplied
it never decays away. The energy responsible of this behaviour comes from the
electromagnets used in the system.
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!!!
!!!max

t/Tm
Figure E1. Actual response of the switching system considering the opposite control law as
specified by equation (E4)
An interesting point in the study for the stability of this particular strategy is to determine if a
delay in the reduction or recovery of the stiffness will cause any possible instability condition.
In order to investigate this, a numerical simulation was performed. It is an iterative test that
evaluates the amplitude of the system and compares it with the previous cycle. If the
amplitude of the next cycle increases with respect to the previous one, the system will be
unstable. The comparison is made for values of the stiffness ratio from 0 to 1, and a delay in
the application of the strategy is introduced. This delay is given as a fraction of the mean
natural period Tm. The resulting plot is presented in figure E2.
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tdelay
Tm

!
Figure E2. Maximum delay permissible in order to guarantee stability in the switching
strategy presented as a function of the stiffness ratio ! . Values of delay above the curve will
cause the system to become unstable.
Figure E2 represents the limiting value of delay permissible in order to achieve stability. The
area below the curve represents a “safe” zone where the system is stable. However, it is
important to note that although small delays will not cause instabilities, the performance of
the system might decrease. The maximum value of delay depends upon the value of stiffness
reduction ratio ! . As the stiffness ratio increases, smaller delays are permitted. A time
response example for ! = 0.5 is shown in figure E2, for three situations. The response of the
system with no delay is given by the continuous bold line, whilst the continuous thin line
represents the limiting value of delay d = 0.1176Tm for this value of stiffness ratio, and the
dotted line, a value exceeding the limit d = 0.15Tm .
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!#!!= 0.5
#!!max

t/Tm

Figure E3. Effect of delay in the switching stiffness strategy. For this example . No delay
(continuous bold line), limiting value of delay d = 0.1176Tm (continuous thin line) and
d = 0.15Tm (dotted line).

This phenomenon is attributed to two reasons. Firstly, as the stiffness reduction is not made at
the point of maximum displacement, the energy dissipated is not maximized. Secondly, the
stiffness recovery is performed after the point of equilibrium position. As a result, the
secondary spring "k has a certain deformation at the moment of reconnection. This means
the secondary spring "k has some energy stored that is returning to the system. If the delay
causes the energy returned to be greater than the energy dissipated during the stiffness
reduction, the amplitude will grow. Figure E4 shows the energy levels in the unstable system,
showing that at some point the energy returned is higher than the energy removed. This will
in fact violate energy conservation, which means that in a real system the energy needed to
cause the instability must come from an external source. In practice this phenomenon has not
been observed because the delay in the real time implementation of the strategy is very small.
However, it is important to note that the control law has been changed to the opposite as
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expressed by equation E4. As a result, constant amplitude of vibration is sustained (see figure
E1). The energy required to sustain this vibration is assumed to come from the electromagnets
used in the experimental rig. If the delay is large enough to cause instabilities, in a real system
the energy must come from an external source. For the experimental setup used in this
project, the electromagnets as inductive devices are capable of storing and releasing energy
resulting from sudden voltage or current changes, as was explained in chapter 6.
Energy
Energymax

t/Tm
Figure E3. Energy levels in a switchable stiffness system with delay of d = 0.15Tm enough to
cause instabilities. The bold line represents the total energy in the system, the thin line
represents the kinetic energy, and the dotted line is for the potential energy.
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Appendix E.

Maximum energy dissipation for the
impacting model: an analytical derivation
for the optimum parameters.
The energy dissipated per impact of the compound impacting model experiencing free
vibrations is given by:
+
"
Ed = -1 !
'
2$ 1
- 1 + # & ! 1)
%"
(
,

.
0
+$ 1 '
$* '. 0
-& ! 1) # + sin & #) 0 0 1 100
(
% 2 (/
,% "
0
/
2

(D1)

For simplicity, the specific case of ! = 3 is considered. Simplifying equation (D1)
yields to:

Ed =

!2
( 3 " 4! 2 )
9 " 8!

(D2)

In order to obtain the value of stiffness ratio ! which gives the maximum value of
energy dissipated, equation (D2) is differentiated with respect to ! .
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dEd
=0
d!

(D3)

2! ( 3 " 4! ) # 3 " 4!
( 9 " 12! ) " 4! &( = 0
%
9 " 8! $ 9 " 8!
'

(D4)

The derivative is thus given by:

Solving equation (D4) for ! gives ! = 0.75 . The corresponding value of mass µ
1
ratio is calculated using the relation µ =
, giving µ = 0.25 for this
'
2$ 1
1 + ! & # 1)
%"
(
particular case. This procedure can be used for other values of the frequency ratio ! .
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Appendix F.

Details of the switching circuit

The circuits used in the laboratory tests were specifically made for these applications. The
circuit is divided in two parts, one dedicated to the voltage switching during the shock pulse,
and the other responsible of performing the switching logic for the residual stage.
In the residual stage circuit the input signal used is the acceleration response of the suspended
magnet. Inside the circuit, this signal is amplified and then split into two in order to have
acceleration and velocity signals. It is important to note that the amplification gain as well as
the integrator parameters can be adjusted in the circuit by choosing different values of
capacitance and resistance. Then both signals are multiplied and compared with respect to
zero. If the product is higher than zero, the voltage is set to the off position. Otherwise, a
voltage is sent to the electromagnets. A MOSFET transistor is used to manage the high
currents drawn by the electromagnets. Normally no more than 12 volts were used in order to
prevent overheating. The schematics for this circuit are shown in figure F1 whilst a block
diagram is presented in figure F2.
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Figure F1. Schematics of the residual stage switching circuit.
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Figure F2. Block diagram for the residual stage switching circuit.
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Voltage off
Voltage on
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!!!
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Figure F3. Close up of the typical shock pulse used in the tests showing the two minima. The
stiffness is reduced between these points by using a negative peak detector circuit.
The shock strategy part of the circuit involves a negative peak detector after the signal
conditioning stage. When a peak is detected, a control signal is sent to a D-type flip-flop. This
element has a manual switch that clamps the circuit, setting the voltage to a high value, which
is sent to the electromagnets via another MOSFET transistor. After the first minimum which
corresponds to the greatest negative peak is detected (according to point A in figure F3) the
circuit becomes unclamped and the voltage is set to zero. A second flip-flop is responsible of
activating the switching strategy. This second flip-flop remains unclamped until the second
minimum negative peak (point B). At this point, the second flip-flop becomes clamped and it
activates the switching strategy. Schematics of the circuit and a block diagram are presented
in figures F5 and F6 respectively.
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Figure F4. Schematics of the shock pulse stage switching circuit.
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Figure F5. Block diagram of the shock pulse stage switching circuit.
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